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This is therefore the attenuation of the head suffered by every
are the resistelement in traversing the distance x, when R and
ance and the leakage-conductance per unit length in any uniform

K

circuit.

It will

now be

the exponentials.

convenient to introduce a simpler
Let
g = K/2S,

f=E/2L,

h=f-g,

mode

of expressing

q=f+g,

......

(64d)

Now (63d) becomes e~ qt
four being reciprocals of time-constants.
if
time
of
the
t =
be
the
simply,
journey over the length x. If,
x/v
therefore, we have initially a disturbance F" = LvCQ extending through
the small distance a, possessing the charge SV^a and the momentum
LC a, then, at the time t later, when the disturbance extends over the
distance 2x, half on each side of its initial position, being a nucleus of
length a and a tail of length 2x, the charge and momentum in the
nucleus become
all

-*

and

(-*

We

have next to examine to what extent the total charge has
attenuated by the leakage, and the total momentum by the resistance.
This we can ascertain by (59d) and (60d), applied to find the loss of
electrification caused by a single bridge, and of momentum by a single
resistance.
Those equations give

+ r/2Lv - k/2Sv - rk/2
2

+
Ct

3
'

_

multiplied into the values of the charge and
respectively before the splitting, give their total values
after the splitting.
can, therefore, apply the previous method of
equidistant resistances and bridges, to ascertain the method of subsidence of the total charge and momentum, in the infinitely numerous
limit and
splittings that occur in a finite time, when we pass to the

These

fractions,

momentum

We

have uniform

R

Putting r = Ex/n, etc., as before, and finding
Rt/L and
powers of (6Qd) and (67d), we arrive at e~

and K.
th

the limit of the

rt

-Kt/s

respectively.
thus see that a

We

moving charge, no matter how it redistributes
subsides at the same rate as if it were at rest ; for, obviously,
S/K is the time-constant of the circuit regarded as a condenser, when
It is as if
uniformly charged and insulated at its terminations.
of every
course
could
follow
the
we
that
were
so
atomic,
electricity
Then, no matter how it moves about, it shrinks at the same
particle.
rate as if it were at rest.
Similarly as regards the momentum of the
moving disturbance. Could we identify its elements, each would shrink
in a manner independent of its translatory motions along the
circuit.
Notice, also, that the attenuation of the total charge equals the
square of the attenuation of the nucleus due to leakage alone whilst
itself,

.

;
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the attenuation of the total momentum equals the
attenuation of the nucleus due to resistance alone.

square of the

Thus, corresponding to (65^), we have

Sr<p. e-*(e-*

-

e-*)

and

>.-*(-* - e-*)

.

.

to express the charge and momentum in the tail ; since these,
added to (656?), make up the actual values otherwise found, viz.,

.

(QSd)

when

resistance be in excess, the current in the tail is from
that in the head be positive.
But as time goes on, if the
circuit be long enough, the head attenuates practically to nothing,
The region of positive current now
leaving the big tail to work with.
extends from the vanishing nucleus a long way towards the middle of
the tail ; and, in the limit, the disturbance tends to become symmetrically
arranged with respect to the origin from which it started as a positive
wave, tailing off on both sides, with the current positive on one side
and negative on the other.
But if /< g, or the leakage be in excess, a quite anomalous state of
affairs occurs, which may be inferred from the preceding by changing
If

f>g, or the

head to

rto

tip, if

C, etc.
full solutions of all tail-problems (shape,

The

tained in the following four equations.
0, without any current.
origin at time t

growth,

etc.)

are con-

Let a charge SVtfi be at the
At time t we shall have, if

............ ......... <

7M

>

to express the double-tail or band connecting the two nuclei at its ends,
which are already known. Similarly, if there be initially a current at
the origin, of momentum
a 9 without charge, then at time t we shall

LC

have

As

before, put

a simple one,

on the two nuclei at the ends.

Since the 7 function

is

viz.,

2242

quite easy to follow the changes of shape by these formulae, except
t has become
large and the nuclei small, when other formula may
be derived from the above which will approximately suit.
[For further
"
information, see Part vin. of Art. XL., Part I. of
Electromagnetic
"
Waves," and The General Solution of Maxwell's Equations."]
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Two DISTORTIONLESS CIRCUITS OF DIFFERENT
XLVII.
PERSISTENCE OF ELECTRIFICATION,
TYPES IN SEQUENCE.
ABOLITION OF REFLECTION BY
MOMENTUM, AND ENERGY.
DIVISION OF A DISTURBANCE
EQUALITY OF IMPEDANCES.
BETWEEN SEVERAL CIRCUITS. CIRCUIT IN WHICH THE SPEED
OF THE CURRENT AND THE RATE OF ATTENUATION ARE
VARIABLE, WITHOUT ANY TAILING OR DISTORTION IN RECEP-

SECTION

TION.
If two distortionless circuits of different types be joined
wave passing along one of them will, on arrival at the
usually split into two, a transmitted and a reflected wave.

in sequence,

junction, be
Let, in the
denote the potential-differences in correformer notation, V^
2
z
sponding elements of the incident wave in the first circuit, the reflected
wave in the same, and the transmitted wave in the second circuit.

a

F V
,

The

V and C

sole conditions at the junction are that

in passing through

it.

shall not

change

Thus,

Now let ijflj and L 2v2 be the impedances of the two circuits, L and L 2
being the inductances per unit length, and v v v 2 the speeds of the
current.
Put the first of (73d) in terms of the currents. Thus,
L

l

v 1 (Cl

-C )=L v C
2

z

2

B

'

f

.......................

(74d)

momentum

of the incident disturbance equals the
sum of the momenta of the reflected and transmitted disturbances.
Corresponding lengths are compared, of course, proportional to the
is therefore
speed of the current. The condition of continuity of
identical with that of persistence of momentum.
Next, put the second of (73d) in terms of potential-differences. Thus,

showing that the

V

which expresses that the

The condition

no loss by the splitting.
therefore equivalent to that of the

electrification suffers

of continuity of

C

is

persistence of electrification.
Multiply the first of (73d) into (75d) ; the second of (73d) into (74d) ;
The
the two members of (73d) together; and (74d) into (75d).
results are

?-

Of)

= Lfft,

which are equivalent expressions of the fact of persistence of energy,
That it
while the last of (76d) is the equation of transfer of energy.
should be equivalent to the others will be understood on remembering
that the energy is transferred at speed vl or v2 according to position.
have, therefore, three things that persist, electrification, momenthe two
and
tum,
energy, and these are expressed most simply by
could be
If the continuity of
equations (73d) and by their product.
violated at the surface across the dielectric common to the two circuits
,

We

V
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would be a surface magnetic-current ; and if the
could be violated, there would be a surface electricThese statements are implied in the general equations

at their junction, there

C

continuity of
current.

-curlE = 47rG,

curlH =

47rr,

................

(lid)

H

are the electric and magnetic forces, T and G the
That is, tangential continuity of E
electric arid magnetic currents.
implies normal continuity of G- (or of the induction, since it, like G, can
have no divergence) ; and tangential continuity of H implies normal
continuity of F, and therefore, in our special case, of electrification. In
fact (73d) express the same facts as (lid) do generally.
Now the continuity of and C is violated at the boundaries of an
isolated disturbance (e.g.,
constant in a certain part of the circuit,
and zero before and behind). Then we do have the surface electric and
magnetic currents on the front and back of the disturbance. It should,
however, be stated that the conception of an isolated disturbance is
merely employed for convenience of description and argument. Practi-

where

E

and

V
T=

cally,

there cannot be abrupt discontinuities ; we must make them
Then the surface-currents become real, with finite volume-

gradual.

densities.

The
and

ratio of the reflected to the incident

wave

is

given by

positive or negative according as the impedance of the second
The abolition of
is
greater or less than that of the first.
reflection is therefore secured by equality of impedances, irrespective of
is

circuit

any change of type that does not conflict with this equality. Every
element of the transmitted wave therefore carries forward, in passing
the junction,

its potential-difference,

and energy unchanged, but

is

current, electrification,

momentum

changed in length in the same

ratio (in-

versely) as the speed of the current is changed.
In a similar manner, we can determine fully what happens when a
disturbance travelling along one distortionless circuit is caused to
have merely
divide between any number of others, of any types.
to ascertain the magnitude of the reflected wave in the first circuit.

We

Let V^ and
ing to (78d),

U

l

be the incident and reflected waves.
shall have

Then, correspond-

we

where / is the resultant impedance of

all the other circuits (instead of
that of one only), viz. the reciprocal of the sum of the reciprocals
of their separate impedances.
Knowing thus U^ in terms of V^ we
know their sum. But this is the common potential-difference in all the
transmitted waves, which are therefore known, since by dividing by
the impedance of any circuit we find the current.
As regards the
attenuation as the disturbances travel away from the junction, that
must be separately reckoned for each circuit, according to the value of
RfL, in the way before described. There will be found to be the
previously-mentioned persistences, provided all the waves are counted,
including the reflected in the first circuit.

L2v2

,
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Now put any number of distortionless circuits in sequence. If their
impedances be equal, we know, by the above, that a disturbance will
travel from end to end without any reflection at the junctions.
It will
vary in its length and in its speed, and also in the rate at which it
attenuates, but there will be no tailing, however many changes there
may be in the values of R and L. By pushing this to the limit, we
arrive at a circuit in which li and L vary in an arbitrary manner

K

varies in the same way as It, and S in the
(functions of #), whilst
same way as L. The impedance is a constant, but the rate of attenuation and the speed vary in different parts of the circuit.
If we start an isolated disturbance at one end, it will travel to the
other without tailing.
But it will be distorted on the journey, owing
to the variable speed of its different parts and the variable attenuation.
But as regards the reception of the wave, there is no distortion whatever.
For, on arrival at the distant end, where we may place the
absorbing resistance, every element of the wave has gone through the
same ordeal precisely, passing over the same resistances in the same
sequence and at the same speed at corresponding places, so as to arrive
at the distant end in the same time, attenuated to the same extent.
Similarly there is no intermediate distortion as regards the succession
of values of V and C at any one spot.
There is only distortion when
it is the wave as a whole that is looked at,
comparing its state at one
instant with that at another.
And if we should cause this wave to
start

in a uniform

described,

and

then pass into an irregular one as just
emerge in a uniform circuit again, it will then
original shape, every part being attenuated to the
circuit,

finally

have recovered

its

same extent.

As regards the time taken to pass over a distance x in the variable
we have to solve the kinematical problem given the path of a

circuit,

particle,

:

and

its

speed at every point, find the time

.

taken between the proper

.

wherein

t

taken.

Thus,

.

be a function of x.
suffered in this journey is more easily expressed.
Go
back to the former case of any number of uniform distortionless circuits
of equal impedance joined in sequence.
The attenuation produced in
limits,

v is to

The attenuation

passing through any
attenuations,

where

Rv

number

of

them

is

the product of their separate

i.e.,

..., are the resistances of the separate sections, and Lv
value of the impedances. As this is independent of the
number of sections or their closeness, we see that in our variable circuit
the attenuation in any distance is expressed by the right member of
wherein 2
represents the total resistance of the circuit in that

the

j? 2 ,

common

R

distance, or \Rdx between the proper limits,

The above-given demonstration of the
distortionless circuit,

which

is

R being a

function of

x.

properties of the variable
rather a curiosity, depends entirely upon
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our previous proof that the abolition of reflection at the junction of a
pair of simple distortionless circuits is obtained by equality of impedances, irrespective of any change that may take place in the resistances.
The following is also of some use. Go back to the fundamental
equations
.........

V means

wherein

makin

and p means

d/dx,

Now

assume

(Bid)

r

P =LvC,

them become

= S(K/S+p)(LvC). )"

-VC
If our

d/dt.

assumption can be justified, these equations must become
They do become identical if 1!/L = K/S, and Lv = constant

identical.

;

becoming

-vVF=(E/L+p)K

........................

(83d)

V=

- LrC
for the positive wave.
The assumption
again makes
(Sid) identical under the same conditions, the resulting equation being
The necessary conditions may be
(83f/) with the sign of v changed.
This

is

written
2
R/K=L/S=(Lv) = constant;

...................

(Bid)

and since we have made no assumption as to the constancy of JR, L, K,
and S, we see that R and L are left arbitrary, any functions of x. Or,
what comes to the same thing, RJL and v are arbitrary, making the
attenuation and the speed variable, but without any tailing.
A third way is to examine what happens when we place a bridge of
conductance k across the junction of two distortionless circuits of
different types, but of the same impedance, along with a resistance r in
the circuit at the same place. The two conditions, using the former
notation, are
1

/"

;

= + r/2Lv + (k/2Sv)(l + r/Lv),
Pi/ r

from which,

1

3

= r/2Lv -

(k/2Sv)(l

\ .............

+ r/Lv),

(b

J

ratios of incident and reflected to transmitted wave.
destroy the reflection by

which give the

We

r/Lv

and then the attenuation
due to r and

k.

An

= k/

is

infinite

number

of these

r's

and

&'s in succession,

placed infinitely close together, leads to the expression (BOd).
We can also go a little way towards finding what occurs when the
=
For we then
only condition is Lv constant, so that there is tailing.
have, at a single junction,

F^ =

+ r/2Lv)

~

1

l

+k/2Sv)and therefore, when the distribution of r and k is made continuous,
(1

(l

;
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the attenuation of the head of a disturbance in passing through any
distance is
e -R\iZL

,.

^-AY'J.s'/.
j

K

the total conductance of the leakage
7^ be the total resistance and
t
in that part of the circuit.
But we cannot similarly estimate to what
extent the total charge and momentum have attenuated, as we could
when the circuit was uniform, because the attenuation now occurs at a
different rate in different parts of the tail, and we are not able to trace
the paths followed by the different parts of a charge as it splits up
The determination of the exact shape of the tail is of
repeatedly.
But an approximation may
course an infinitely more difficult matter.
be obtained by easy numerical calculations, if we concentrate the resistance and leakage in a succession of points.

if

NOTE (Nov. 30, 1887). The author much regrets to be unable to
continue these articles in fulfilment of Section XL., having been
requested to discontinue them.

XXXVI.

SOME NOTES ON THE THEORY OF THE
TELEPHONE, AND ON HYSTERESIS.
[The Electrician, Feb.

11, 1887, p. 302.]

As was found

in the early days of the telephone, its cores need to be
permanently magnetised before it becomes efficient. I refer, of course,
to the ordinary magnetic telephone, in which an iron disc is attracted
by an electromagnet, which does not differ essentially from a common
Morse instrument with a flexible armature, with the important addition

The permanent
electromagnet is permanently polarised.
magnetisation may be communicated by a permanent current in the
circuit, or, in the usual way, by employing a permanent magnet on
whose pole or poles the coils are placed. But the permanent magnetisaThus we may abolish the
tion, except of the iron disc, is not essential.
magnet and core from the telephone, leaving only the coil and disc, and
produce the necessary permanent field of force by means of an external
magnet suitably placed. The efficiency is then greatly increased by
inserting a soft-iron core in the coil.
Similarly, we may destroy the
efficiency of a complete telephone by an external magnet, or we may
increase it, by suitably placing the external magnet so as to, in the first
place decrease, and in the second increase the strength of the permanent
magnetic field. And if we carry the destruction of the magnetic field
by the external magnet so far as to reverse it, and bring it on again
strongly enough, we restore the efficiency of the telephone. That is, the
The disc is strongly
permanent polarity may be of either kind.
magnetically attracted in either case, and that is the really essential
Most of these facts, if not all, are pretty well known, but it
thing.
appears to be different as regards their explanation.
that the
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A

"
good many years ago I read in Mr. Prescott's work on The Telean
article
Elisha
Mr.
phone,"
by
Gray on the subject, containing some

of the above facts, and, in particular, describing the effect of a permanent
He looked upon the necessity of a permanent
current in the circuit.
field of force as a great mystery, and suggested some reasons for its
I
necessity that appeared to me to be unwarranted and inadequate.
now observe that Professor S. P. Thompson, in his recent paper, " Tele-

phonic Investigations," remarks upon this question (The Electrician, Feb.
Whilst not explaining the necessity of a per4, 1887, pp. 290, 291).
manent field, he brings in to complicate the thing such matters as
hysteresis and the curve of induction referred to magnetic force, which
do not appear to be materially concerned. I have very little acquaintance with telephonic literature, and, therefore, it may happen that the
following explanation has been already well threshed out, and accepted
or proved to be erroneous, as the case may be
but the perusal of the
remarks of the above authority has suggested to me that the following
explanation may be not only generally useful, but even absolutely novel
;

to

many
The

of

my

readers.

disc and the poles of the electromagnet
under similar circumstances, as the square of the intensity of
magnetic force in the space between them. There is no occasion to
stress

between the iron

varies,

consider the relative intensity in different places, or to perform integrawe have merely to deal with the fundamental fact of the stress
on the diaphragm varying as the square of the magnetic force. Now, as
we cause this diaphragm to execute forced vibrations by varying the
stress upon it, we should make the variations of stress as great as possible in order to obtain the greatest amplitude of vibration, and the
greatest intensity of sound from it.
Suppose, then, that there is a permanent field of intensity H, produc2
ing a steady stress proportional to H' and that we vary the stress bymeans of the magnetic force of undulatory currents in the coils. Let h
be the amplitude of the undulations of magnetic force, small in com- h to
parison with H, so that we vary the real magnetic force from
2h,
the
This
is
of
H+h, through
H, so
range
quite independent
that if it were a mere question of the intensity of magnetic force,
we could just as well do without the permanent field, except for a
But the stress varies from being proreason to be mentioned later.
2
portional to (H-lif to (H+h) ; or the range is 4:Hh, not troubling
That is, the stress-variation is proabout any constant multiplier.
portional to the product of the intensity of the permanent magnetic
This contains the
force into that of the undulatory magnetic force.
tions, as

,

H

explanation.

We see at once

that

it is

in at least

approximate agreement with

facts.

For, with the same weak undulatory current passing, which keeps h
constant, we know that the intensity of sound continuously increases as
we increase the intensity of the permanent field. And, keeping the
permanent field the same, we know that the intensity of sound continuously increases as we increase the amplitude of the current-undulaThe question of exact proportionality is an
tions, and therefore h.
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have got already what appears to be the main

explanation.

Now to consider some other points. It has been assumed for
is a very large
was several times //. In a telephone
simplicity that
But as
is reduced, or h
multiple of h under ordinary circumstances.
increased sufficiently, the effects change.
Thus, if H=h, the magnetic
to (2h) 2
to 2k, and the stress from
And if// is
force varies from
less than h, the magnetic force varies from a negative to a positive value,

H

U
H

.

whilst the stress varies from a positive value through zero to another
In the extreme, when the permanent field is altogether
positive value.
abolished, whilst the magnetic force varies from -h to + h, the stress
2
varies from
through zero to k' again. The disc is therefore urged to
execute vibrations of double the frequency of the current-undulations.
It is similar to sending reversals through a Morse instrument, when

W

the armature will

make

two raps

a rap for every current, positive or negative,
This alone would be, I think,
speech from a magnetic tele-

for every complete wave.
a serious hindrance to getting good

or

phone without

a

permanent

field.

But, with
the absence

ordinary speaking
of the permanent
On the other hand, when we put on the strong
permanent field they are non-existent, i.e., in the stress-variations,
as there is no reversal of the magnetic field, but only a change in
currents, the double
field, are insensible.

its

vibrations,

in

intensity.

But we may

easily examine the effect of h alone, or in combination
a similar strength, by means of a vibrating microphone
sensitively set, producing a very large variation of current in the circuit
Here the current is equivalent
of battery, microphone, and telephone.
to the co-existence of a permanent current and of an undulatory current,
and the latter may be made not insignificant compared with the former,
It is not a matter of indifference now
but even J or J its strength.
In one case the permanent current
which way the current goes.
increases, and in the other it decreases the permanent magnetic field of
the magnet, producing corresponding changes in the intensity of the
sound.
may cancel the permanent field by an external strong
small compared with h.
Then the
magnet, approximately, or make
disc is attracted both when the current is above and when it is below

with

H of

We

its

H

mean

strength.
increase the efficiency of a telephone indefinitely by multiIn the first place, the disc
the
of the permanent field.
intensity
plying
becomes stiffened under strong attraction, so that ultimately a large
increase in the stress makes little difference in its displacement. Again,

We cannot

when the

core

is

very strongly magnetised,

we may expect

that the

effective inductivity of the core, so far as variations in the magnetic
force are concerned, will be reduced, so that undulations of current of

given amplitude will not continue to produce stress-variations proportional to the amplitude of the current.
There are many other things concerned, of course, between the stressvariation and the intensity of sound, especially mechanical; as, for
instance, the multiplication in the intensity of certain tones, especially
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the fundamental of the disc, which has also the disagreeable result or
keeping up a sound after it should have ceased.
The application of the preceding is not merely to the telephone, but
to various electromagnetic, instruments.
I frequently make use of the
For example, to
multiplying power of a permanent magnetic field.
make a trembler-bell go with a weak current or to make an electromagnetic intermitter go firmly with a current that, unassisted, would do
Then a strong permanent magnet takes the place of a strong
nothing.
permanent current. It should be so placed as to increase the strength
of field due to the electromagnet.
In the other way of getting power, by having a movable coil in a
field, first done, I believe, by Mr. Gott in 1877
(Journal S.T.E., Vol. V., p. 500), the action is different, as it is the
There
electromagnetic force on the moving coil that is operative.
is no stress on the coil when no current passes in it.
But when a
current passes, the torque may be taken to be proportional to the
intensity of the permanent field and to the current passing, as in

strong permanent

the other case.

In conclusion, a few words, from my own point of view, of course, on
the subject of the hysteresis which has lately become prominent, and
which has been, perhaps, rather overdone by some writers. It is, subIron exposed to magnetising
stantially, an old thing in a new dress.
force usually, perhaps always, more or less, becomes magnetised intrinsically as well as elastically, just as ductility is probably always in action
to some extent in a strained elastic spring.
Thus, in changing the
elastic magnetisation, which does not involve any recognised or as yet
recognisable dissipation of energy, we change the intrinsic magnetisation,
which does. But that there is no sensible dissipation of energy in an
iron core placed in a rapidly intermittent or undulatory magnetic field
of moderate strength I assured myself of experimentally some years ago,
as I

mentioned in The

Electrician for

June

14,

1884

[vol.

I.,

p. 370].

1

repeated the experiments in a far more effective form last year (The
The method is very simple
Electrician, April 23, 1886), [vol. IL, p. 43].
and obvious, being merely to show that iron, when sufficiently divided,
Use the differential telephone,
is exactly equivalent to self-induction.
The former is a handy little thing, but the latter is
or the Bridge.
much more adaptable and generally useful. Take two coils of the same
resistance but of widely different inductances, and complete the balance
by making up the deficit with iron. If sufficiently divided, the changed
resistance due to dissipation in the iron vanishes or becomes exceedingly
I formerly used a bundle of the finest iron wires I could get,
small.
and the residual effect was small.
In the repetition I used iron dust, worked up with wax into solid
cores (1 wax to 5 or 6 iron by bulk), and the residual effect is far
But if the magnetising force be made
smaller, scarcely recognisable.
there
is a small increased resistance, which can hardly be due
stronger
to the Foucault or Farrago currents in the insulated dust. It is possibly
due to hysteresis. But at the same time the variation in the inductivity
It is clear that in the
is recognisable, so that the effect is complex.

ELECTROSTATIC CAPACITY OF OVERGROUND WIRES.
case of telephone-speaking currents, dissipation (except F.)
whether the core be permanently magnetised or not.
require strong forces to make hysteresis important.

is
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nowhere,

We

Even then
probable that when the variations of force are very rapid (undulatory, not with jerks) dissipation due to hysteresis may be considerably
reduced, and the results of Ewing and Hopkinson not be applicable.
it is

XXXVII.

ELECTROSTATIC CAPACITY OF OVERGROUND
WIRES.
[The Electrician, Sept. 25, 1885,

IN the
first

edition)

is

a

formula for

p. 375.]

"Electricity and Magnetism"
the capacity of an overhead wire.

late Prof. F. Jenkin's

(p.

332,

Owing

remark there made, that experiment gave results nearly double
great as the formula, which was attributed by him to induction
between the wires and the posts and insulating supports, and thinking
that the presence of neighbouring wires should have a marked influence
in increasing the capacity, owing to the neighbouring wires being
earthed, I verified this by working out the theoretical formulae for the
capacities (self and mutual) of overground parallel wires, and applying
them numerically in a special case. [Vol. I., Art. xii., p. 42.] With
one additional parallel wire the increase of the capacity of the first was
As to further
1 1
per cent. ; with three additional it was 24 per cent.
increase by more wires, it would not be very great, as they would be
As a guess, it might run up to 50 or
practically much further away.
60 per cent., with a large number of wires, but of course it would
depend materially upon their mutual distances and height above the
to the
as

ground.

The recent measurements of capacities of wires in the North of
England supply some definite information. Taking the case of a wire
20 feet above the ground, of diameter '08 inch, the calculated capacity,
supposing there to be no other wires (nor trees, etc.), is '0095 mcf. per
mile.
The average result observed is given in Mr. Preece's paper (The
Electrician, Sept. 18, 1885, p. 348) as -0120 with the other wires inAnd for the iron wire, '171 inch
sulated, and '0142 when earthed.
diameter, supposed 20. feet above the ground, the similar three results
I take v = 30 10 instead of the 2880 8
are -0103, -0131, and '0169.
centim. used in the paper referred to [vol. I., p. 44].
In both cases we may observe that the experimental result with
wires insulated is about midway between the calculated result and the
experimental result with wires earthed ; so that it would appear that
the influence of surrounding objects (other than neighbouring wires
earthed) in increasing the capacity was about equal to that of the
neighbouring wires themselves. This might, of course, be true in some
particular case, but we cannot safely conclude it from the above, on
If the wire experimented on
account of leakage, as may be seen thus.
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were perfectly insulated from earth through the poles, whilst the other
wires (though insulated at the ends) were so very badly insulated at
the poles that they could be considered as connected to earth, it is clear
that a measurement of capacity of the first wire would give the highest
result.
And this would be true with fair insulation, if the total charge
But when the observation is made by throw of
could be observed.
needle, only a part of the charge is observed, the remainder (due to the
leakage of the neighbouring wires) going in slowly, or coming out
slowly when discharge is taken. In any case, however, the effect of
the imperfect insulation of the neighbouring wires is to make the
apparent capacity greater, and so reduce the difference between the
Thus, bettering the insulacapacity with wires insulated and to earth.
tion would shift the middle results above given towards the lower.

How

far this operates

might perhaps be experimentally determined

by charging the first wire with the others insulated, then waiting a
little, and observing the extra charge produced by suddenly earthing
If the insulation be bad, the extra charge will be nil \
the other wires.
if first-rate, it might amount to nearly the full difference.

XXXVIII.

MR. W. H. PREECE ON THE SELF-INDUCTION
OF WIRES.
[Sept. 24, 1887

A

;

but

now

first

published.]

VERY remarkable paper "On

the Coefficient of Self-Induction of
"
was read at the recent meeting of
Iron and Copper Telegraph Wires
the B. A. by William Henry Preece, F.R.S., the eminent electrician.
It
This paper will be found in The Electrician, Sept. 16, 1887, p. 400.
contains an account of the latest researches of this scientist on this
important subject, and of his conclusions therefrom. The fact that it
emanates from one who is as the Daily News happily expressed it in
one of the
its preliminary announcement of Mr. Preece's papers
acknowledged masters of his subject, would alone be sufficient to
recommend this paper to the attention of all electricians. But there is
The results and the
an additional reason of even greater weight.
reasoning are of so surprising a character that one of two things must
follow.
Either, firstly, the accepted theory of electromagnetism must
be most profoundly modified ; or, secondly, the views expressed by
Mr. Preece in his paper are profoundly erroneous. Which of these
alternatives to adopt has been to me a matter of the most serious and
I have been forced finally to the coneven anxious consideration.
clusion that electromagnetic theory is right, and consequently, that
Mr. Preece is wrong, not merely in some points of detail, but radically

wrong, generally speaking, in methods, reasoning, results, and conTo show that this is the case, I propose to make a few
remarks on the paper.
It will be remembered that Mr. Preece, in spite of the well-known
clusions.
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influence of resistance in lowering the speed of signalling, was formerly
an advocate of thin wires of high resistance for telephony ; but that,
perhaps taught by costly failures in his own department, and by the

experience of more advanced Americans and Continentals who had
signally succeeded with wires of low resistance, he recently signified
his conversion.
Along with this, however, it will be remembered that,
although it had been previously shown how very different the theory

of the rapid undulatory currents of telephony is from the electrostatic
theory of the submarine cable, he adopted rather pronouncedly what
should, it appears, be understood to be the electrostatic theory, with
full application to telephony.
It is not to be presumed that Mr.
Preece meant to deny the existence of magnetic induction, but that he
meant to assert that it was of so little moment as to be negligible. It
will also be remembered that his views were rather severely criticised
Prof. S. P. Thompson, and that Prof. Ayrton and others pointed
More
out that he had not treated the telephonic problem at all.
recently still, it may be remembered by the readers of this journal that
it has been endeavoured to explain how and why the electrostatic
(E. M. I. and its P.,
theory has so limited an application to telephony.
Section XL. et seq.) [vol. IL, pp. 119 to 155.] Nothing daunted, however,
Mr. Preece now, although to some extent modifying his views as
regards iron wires, maintains that self-induction is negligible in copperwire circuits and in fact, on the basis of his latest researches, asks us
to believe that the inductance of a copper circuit is several hundred
times smaller than what it is maintained to be by experimental theorists,
and is really quite negligible in consequence. His paper is devoted to

by

;

proving this. It is necessary to examine it in detail.
wire to be
(1). Mr. Preece finds the inductance of a certain iron

00504 macs per

mile.

The

unit employed

is

inconveniently large.

even for use with coils, I have proposed that y^^
6
As regards straight
part, or 10 centim. would be a convenient size.
wires, however, I find that it saves much useless figuring to reckon the
inductance per centim. simply, with the result that we have a conThus, in the present case, we
veniently-sized numeric to deal with.
have L - 31, if L be the inductance per centim.
Now Mr. Preece tells us that the inductance of a copper circuit will
be approximately got by dividing by /*, the inductivity of the iron,
which he reckons at from 300 to 1000. This gives
It is so large that,

in copper circuits.
'031
L='l
to
Let us compare with theory. The least value of the
wire of radius r at height h above the ground is

L

of a copper

on the assumption that the return-current is on the surface of the
ground, and that the wire-current is on its surface, so that the real
value of L is greater than this formula states.
The value ranges from
10 to 30, roughly speaking, according to radius and height.
Thus, as
a copper wire of 6-3 ohms per kilom. must be of radius '091 centim..
if it be only 318 centim. above the
ground, the inductance is 17 '7 per
H.E.P.

VOL. n.
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177 times as big as Mr. Preece's biggest estimate.
//-= 100, which is more in accordance with my own
measurements, Mr. Preece's estimate would be 60 times too small.
In the presence of such stupendous errors it is of course useless to take
account of the small corrections to which the above formula is subject.
proof will be found in my paper "On Electromagnets," Journal
It is derived from
S. T. E. and R, vol. vn., p. 303 [vol. I., p. 101].
Maxwell's formula for the inductance of a pair of parallel wires by the

This

centim.

Even

is

we assume

if

A

method of images.
does not seem to have observed that in measuring
(2). Mr. Preece
the permittance of his copper-circuits he was virtually measuring their
Thus, if L and S be the inductance
inductance, though very roughly.
and the permittance of a solitary suspended copper wire, per unit
length, and v be the speed of light in air, or 30 ohms, then on the
assumption of return-current on the surface of the ground, we have
LS$ = \. This gives L = (9s)~ l if s be the permittance per kilom.
in microfarads.
Since Mr. Preece's copper wire was 7 '44 microf. per
261 miles, or 420 kilom., we have s=-018, and therefore L = 6 -2.
Although it is a considerable underestimate, yet we see that Mr.
Preece's enormous error has disappeared.
Why it is underestimated
is mainly because the permittance is so greatly increased by the
"
presence of neighbouring wires, as is explained in my paper On the
Electrostatic Capacity of Suspended Wires," Journal S. T. E. and E.,
,

vol. IX., p. 115 [vol. I, p. 46].
Allowing for this influence, we shall
It is possible that
certainly come near to the true magnitude of L.
very carefully executed measurements by correct methods might reveal
some quite new correction, but wT e cannot expect anything amounting
to several hundred cent, per cent.
First, he
(3). Let us now briefly examine Mr. Preece's methods.

measure the L of a copper circuit by a differential arrangement, and could not find that there was any to measure. But it will
be clear to those who are acquainted with the properties of electrical
He supposed that
balances that he did not go the right way to work.
the balancing resistance balances the quantity he calls the throttling or
2 2
2
spurious resistance (R + L n )*, if R be the resistance, L the inductance,
and n/'2ir the frequency. This would be the impedance of the circuit
But it was not, as the
if the effect of its permittance were ignorable.
permittance was, say 7 microfarads, so that the impedance formula is
But, in any case, it is not the impedance that is balanced
quite different.
by resistance, but the resistance of the circuit. It is well known that
the resistance of a copper wire is not sensibly increased, unless the
And it
undulations be excessively rapid, or the wire be very thick.
was not increased. Whilst corroborating theory to some extent therefore, Mr. Preece's argument fails completely, as his experiment proved
nothing about the impedance or the inductance, except in the indirect
tried to

way
that

I

mentioned

L=

in (2) above,

which

is

wholly against his conclusion

nearly.

I should remark, however, that the proper way to observe and
measure the inductance of a copper-wire circuit is to shorten it until
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the effect of its permittance is insensible.
The L will be found to be
about what I have stated. Why it should be shortened in this way
will be obvious when it is remembered what a very rough business the
P. 0. duplex balancing with condensers is.
In fact, no attempt seems
to have been made to balance the L, nor would it be practicable under

the circumstances.
" It
is, however, quite another matter with iron," as Mr. Preece
(4).
remarks.
It is known that the resistance of, say, a No. 4 iron wire can
easily be 2 or 3 times its steady value, when currents of telephonic
But, as before, Mr. Preece supposed that he
frequency are passed.
was measuring the impedance, or rather, what it would have been had
there been no permittance, which makes a material difference.
ConThe value of L deduced is
sequently Mr. Preece's results are wrong.
not related to the quantity observed in the manner he supposes. It is
not a question of small corrections, but of an entire change of method.
" direct measurement of the time-constant
(5). Coming next to the
we
How the chronograph
in
further
are
involved
L/&"
mysteries.
was made to indicate the values of L/R is not stated. But let us
assume that it did do this, and that '0044 sec. and *00667 sec. were
Now one
really the values of L/R for the copper and the iron circuits.
is half as
The resistances, too, are not widely
great again as the other.
different.
It follows that the L's are of the same order of magnitude.
But Mr. Preece argues in quite another manner. He assumes that
self-induction is negligible first, and then reasons that the time-constant
of the iron circuit would have been less than the measured '00667 sec.
in the ratio of the electrostatic time-constant of the iron to that of the
copper circuit, and should therefore have been -00624 sec.; and that the
difference -00043 was due to self-induction in the iron wire ; from which
he finds L. It is scarcely necessary to say that there is no warrant for
this singular reasoning from the point of view of electromagnetic
These questions have been pretty fully worked out, but there
theory.
is no resemblance to be found between Mr. Preece's methods and those
which are, I believe, generally admitted to be correct.
The values of L come out 277 copper, 540 iron, per centim., taking
the given -0044 and '0066 sec. as the values of L/R given by the
chronograph. These values of L and L/R are much too great. It is
suggested that the chronograph figures represent something quite
different from LjR.
If they represent the time of transit, the reason-

equally erroneous.
Mr. Preece next gives a table of the values of the impedance on
the assumptions of no permittance, and that L had the value he had
The table is quite
erroneously deduced, and that it was a constant.
If there were
inapplicable, because there is permittance, a great deal.
Nor do they
not, the figures would not represent the resistance.
represent the impedance, which does not run up in the way Mr. Preece
makes it do as the frequency is raised. In fact, I may remark that Mr.
Preece employs such entirely novel and unintelligible methods, that itwould surely be right that he should give some reason for the faith that
is in him.

ing

is

(6).
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(7). In conclusion, I would point out what is perhaps the most
Mr. Preece wants
striking thing of all, in its ultimate consequences.
to prove that L is negligible in copper circuits, being under the idea
that self-induction is prejudicial to long-distance telephony (and also
very rapid telegraphy, of course, if rapid enough). Mr. Preece has
spoken through a copper circuit of 270 x 2 miles with a clearness of
"
articulation that is
entirely opposed to the idea of any measurable

magnitude of L" As regards the speaking, it has been done over a
thousand (1000 x 2) miles in America. But the important thing is the
So far from being prejudicial,
vital error involved in the reasoning.
precisely the contrary is the case, as I have proved in considerable

detail in this journal.
Increasing
[The Electrician is referred to.]
L increases the amplitude and diminishes the distortion, and therefore

renders long-distance telephony possible under circumstances that
would preclude possibility were there no inductance.
The following examples will serve to show the importance of this
matter.
Take a circuit 100 kilom. long, 4 ohms and J microf. per
kilom., and no inductance in the first place. Short-circuit at both ends.
Introduce at end A a sinusoidal impressed force, and calculate the
current-amplitude at the other end B by the formula of the electrostatic
theory which Mr. Preece believes in. Let the ratio of the full steady
current to the amplitude of the actual current be p, and let the
=
frequency range through 4 octaves, from n 1250 to n 20,000, where
n - 2-rr x frequency. The values of p are
3-431,

1-723,

It is barely credible that

58-87,

10-49,

778.

any kind of speaking would be

possible,

owing to the extraordinarily rapid increase of attenuation with the
Nothing but murmuring would result.
frequency.
Now introduce the additional datum that L has the very low value
of 2 J per centim., without other change, and calculate the corresponding
results.

They

are
2-649,

1-567,

The change

10-496,

5-587,

16-607.

It is by the preservation of the currents
marvellous.
of great frequency that good articulation is possible, and we see that
There is no
a very little inductance immensely improves matters.
" dominant "
What is wanted is to have
frequency in telephony.
currents of all frequencies reproduced at the distant end in proper
proportion, attenuated as nearly as may be to the same degree.
Change L to 5, which is a more probable value. Results
is

:

1-437,

We

3-176,

2-251,

see that good telephony

is

now

4-169,

possible,

4-670.

though much distortion

remains.
Finally, increase
1-235,

L

to 10.

1-510,

Results

:

1-729,

showing splendid articulation. In fact we
considerably towards a distortionless circuit.

1-825,

1-854,

have approximated very
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Now, this is all done by the inductance which Mr. Preece dreads so
much, and would make out to be 0. It is the very essence of good
long-distance telephony that inductance should not be negligible.
a fraction.
The bigger L is the better
not merely by theory but by the
It
experimental facts, especially with copper wires of low resistance.
is not the inductance of iron that is
prejudicial, nor yet its impedance,
but its high resistance. R is increased whilst L is reduced, which
is
exactly the opposite to what is required for good articulation over

R/Ln must be made
(cceteris

long

paribus).

It

small,

is

proved,

circuits.

But

it is
impossible to treat these questions by the electrostatic
Nor yet, as Mr. Preece attempts, by a mixed process, a little
theory.
bit of the electromagnetic theory put into the electrostatic.
The true

theory takes both the static and the magnetic effects into consideration
No particular exactness need be attributed to the
simultaneously.
above figures. What is important is the nature of the effect of selfinduction, and that it is, without entering into refined calculations, of
The permittance has been purposely chosen lai
great magnitude.
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[The. Electrician

;

Note

NOTE

As

4,

4.

June

24, 1887, p. 143

;

Note

5,

MAGNETIC RESISTANCE,

May

11, 1888, p. 27.]

ETC.

is at the present time at least a possibility of the various
have proposed coming into general use, I take the opportunity
of making a few casual remarks upon the subject supplementary to
those of 1885 and since.
First, I observe (The Electrician, June 17,
1887, p. 114) it mentioned that I disapprove of "magnetic resistance."
This is only a part of the fact. To illustrate this, I may say that were I
investigating the theory of the dynamo, I think I should make use of
the term myself, provisionally.
What is really my objection is to its
permanent use. There must always be a certain latitude allowed to inWere it
vestigators who do not find words ready to meet their wants.
an isolated question, there would be little difficulty in finding a
My
perfectly unobjectionable word; but it is not an isolated question.
aim has been to make a scheme which shall be at once theoretically
defensible and yet thoroughly practical.
Bearing this in mind, I prefer
to leave a blank in the place of "magnetic resistance" at present [vol.

there

words

n.

p.

To

I

125].
illustrate the difficulties connected with

nomenclature I may
mention that, last summer, I was extremely in want of a term which
should be an extension of impedance.
The impedance of a circuit at a
given frequency (under stated external conditions) is quite definite
(with occasional departures due to want of proportionality between
forces and fluxes), if it be a simple circuit, or reducible to a simple
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the strength of the current does not vary in different
certainly only apply the term impedance
legitimately at the seat of the impressed force, if at a single spot ; or
else, if it be wholly localised in a part of the main circuit in which the
current does not vary, then the term impedance is again applicable. Now,
I used impedance in an extended sense, but expressly stated that it w as
I have since found a far better
only done provisionally [vol. II., p. 65].
"
"
way of expressing results, viz., in terms of "attenuation and distorThe
idea of attenuation, expressed
tion," both very important things.
in a more roundabout manner in terms such as " diminution of ampli" attenuation " I
found
tude," and so forth, is nothing new ; the ivord
Lord Eayleigh use, and at once adopted it myself as the very thing I
"
wanted.
Distortion," on the other hand, I chose myself as preferable
Its meaning is obvious.
to "mutilation" and similar words.
Make
current-variations in a certain way at one place.
If the current-variations at another place are similar, no matter how much attenuated they
may be, there is no distortion. The extremest kind of distortion is to
be found on Atlantic cables. Drawn on the same scale, there is little
resemblance between the curves at one end and at the other. Telephony would obviously be impossible even were the frequency allowable to be sufficiently great, which is of course out of the question
under present conditions. But, only make the distortion reasonably
small at a sufficiently great frequency, and telephony is at once
possible, provided the attenuation be not of unreasonable amount.
"
(Frequency is Lord Rayleigh's word for pitch," number of waves per
circuit, so that

parts.

But when it does, we can

r

second.)

A

certain person once
Referring to magnetic resistance again.
declared that E = RC, to express Ohm's law, was nonsense ; it must be
C = EjR. This eminent scienticulist could not see the force of Maxwell's argument, that electricity could not be a form of energy because
it was only one of the factors of energy.
Now, however, by the
development of the electric light rendering energy a marketable commodity through electric agency, there is little fear of converts being
= JRC, or C = KE, if
made to these views. So we may return to
be the conductance. One is just as good as the other, theoretically,
and is just as meaningful. Which to use (including the ideas) is purely
a matter of convenience in the particular application that is in question.
As a general rule, resistances are more useful, because we usually deal
with wires in sequence. But if they be in parallel, conductances are the
proper things to use. With condensers, on the other hand, permit-

E

K

tances are more useful ; should, however, we join in sequence, then
In theoretical investigations disconelastances are the proper things.
nected from special applications, the unit-volume properties conductivare generally much more useful than
ity, inductivity, and permittivity,
their reciprocals, resistivity ('?), [reluctivity], and elastivity.
Now, in
late years, there has been some development of practical applications in
connection with the flux magnetic induction ; in theory, inductivity

would be the more convenient
the reciprocal ideas, say,

basis

;

but several practicians find that
"magnetic resistivity" and

provisionally,
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"magnetic resistance," are more useful. I think their choice has been
a wise one, whilst at the same time I recognise the difficulties with
which they have to contend, through " magnetic leakage," and so forth.
It is for the practicians to find practical ways of getting a round peg to
fit
a square hole.
They know best what they want, and whether
empirical formulae will not suit them better than more elaborate
empiricism, which could, perhaps, be scientifically better defended. For
it is clear that,
beyond the region of proportionality of force to flux,
the science of magnetic induction must continue very empirical for some
time to come. 1 do not think the time has yet arrived for laying down
the law by conventions or committees in this matter (as it may have
come in more definite parts of electrical science) but that practical and
theoretical investigators should be allowed to develop their ideas freely.
In short, Conventions or Committees should not meddle with matters
And I may add
(save very lightly) which are in a provisional stage.
that, just as treaties are made to be broken, so the laws of Conventions
will be broken as soon as ever it is found inconvenient to obey them.
The introduction of anything of the nature of officialism into scientific
;

matters should be strenuously opposed in this country.
It would be as
bad as the passport system.
The utility of a Convention seems to
consist in the formation of a temporary consensus of opinion from
which to make fresh departures. There cannot be any finality.
Mac. Here we are on firmer ground. There cannot, I think, be any
question that this is the right name for the practical unit of inductance,
honour of the man who knew something about self-induction, and
whose ideas on the subject are not yet fully appreciated. This was
very much his own fault. He had the most splendid and thoroughly
philosophical ideas on electromagnetism all round, but kept them too
much in the background. Maxwell's treatise requires to be studied, not
Had
read, before the inner meaning of his scheme can be appreciated.
he lived, he would probably, in some future edition, have brought his
views prominently forth ab initio, and developed the whole treatise on
their basis exclusively. Should the mac be 10 9 or 10 6 centimetres 1
If
10 9 which has great recommendations, then millimac will be practically
wanted, to avoid decimals. It is quite a euphonious and unobjectionable
word.
Inductometer.
Naturally, in accordance with induction, inductivity,
and inductance, this is a measurer of inductance (self or mutual) in
terms of units of inductance macs, or millimacs. I would apply the
term to any instrument that measured inductance at once in terms of
known inductances, as resistances are compared with known resistances.
in

,

Some

practical acquaintance with self and mutual induction, desultory,
but of long continuance, has gradually forced upon me the idea (not to
be easily displaced) that really practical ways of measuring inductances
should be in terms of standard inductances or, which is the same thing,
by a properly calibrated inductometer and not absolute measurements.
What particular method of making the comparisons is best I do not
know, nor yet how best to calibrate the inductometer. If it were a

mere question of

coils of fine wire,

nothing

is

simpler, or

more expedi-
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more accurate, or more sensitive, than the immediate balancing of
the self-induction against that of an inductometer of variable inductance,
The advantages and
using the telephone [vol. II., p. 37 and p. 100].
the simplicity are so great that I think practical men might well turn
their attention to practical ways of extending the method to cases other
than those in which mere coils are alone concerned.
" Absolutism."
The most absolute of all ways of finding the inductance of a coil is with a tape. Herein lies a moral of very wide
tious, or

application.

NOTE

5.

MAGNETIC EELUCTANCE.

is a tendency at the present time
among some writers to
extend the application of the word resistance in electromagnetism, so as to signify cause/effect. This seems a pity, because the
term resistance has already become thoroughly specialised in electro-

There

greatly

in strict relationship to frictional dissipation of energy.
the popular meaning of resistance may be is beside the point ;
ditto dimensions, etc.
I would suggest that what is now called magnetic resistance be
called the magnetic reluctance ; and when referred to unit volume, the

magnetism

What

reluctancy [or reluctivity].

XL.
(Phil.

ON THE SELF-INDUCTION OF WIRES.

Mag., 1886-7.

t 3, Oct., 1886, p.

t 6, Feb., 1887, p.

Part 1, August, 1886, p. 118 ; Part 2, Sept., 1886, p. 273;
332 ; Part 4, Nov., 1886, p. 419 ; Part 5, Jan., 1887, p. 10
173 ; Part 7, July, 1887, p. 63 ; Part 8, now first published.]
;

PART

I.

Remarks on the Propagation of Electromagnetic Waves along Wires outside
them, and the Penetration of Current into Wires.
Tendency to Surface
Concentration.

Professor

Hughes 's experiments.

A

SERIES of experiments made some years ago, in which I used the
Wheatstone-bridge and the differential telephone as balances of induction as well as of resistance, led me to undertake a theoretical investigation of the phenomena occurring when conducting-cores are placed in
long solenoidal coils, in which impressed electromotive force is made to
act, in order to explain the disturbances of balance which are produced
by the dissipation of energy in the cores. The simpler portions of this
investigation, leaving out those of greater mathematical difficulty and
less practical interest, relating to hollow cores and the effect of allowing
dielectric displacement, were published in The Electrician, May 3, 1884,

and

after [vol.

I.,

Art. xxviii.,

p. 353].

This investigation led me to the mathematically similar investigation
I say into wires, instead of
of the transmission of current into wires.
through wires, because the current is really transmitted by diffusion
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under

all

In the case of a core placed in a
ordinarily occurring circumstances.
coil, the magnetic force is longitudinal and the current circular ; in the
case of a straight round wire, the current is longitudinal and the magnetic force circular.
The transmission of the longitudinal current into
the wire takes place, however, exactly in the same manner as the transmission of the longitudinal magnetic force into the core within the coil,

made similar, which is easily realizSimilarly, we may compare the circular electric current in the
core with the circular magnetic flux in the wire.
I also found the transfer of energy to be similar in both cases, viz.,
radially inward or outward, to or from the axis of the core or the wire.
It was therefore necessary to consider the dielectric, in order to comwhen

the boundary conditions are

able.

plete the course of the transfer of energy from its source, say a voltaic
cell, to its sink, the wire or the core where it is finally dissipated in the

form of heat, with temporary storage as

and magnetic energy

electric

in the field generally, including the conductors.

Terminating the paper above referred to, having so much other
matter, I started a fresh one under the title of "Electromagnetic Induction and its Propagation," [vol. I., Art. xxx., p. 429 ; and vol. II., Art.
xxxv., p. 39].
Having, according to my sketched plan, to get rid of
general matter first, before proceeding to special solutions, I took occasion near the commencement of the paper to give a general account of
some of my results regarding the propagation of current, in which the
following occurs, describing the way the current rises in a wire, and the
consequent approximation, under certain circumstances, to mere surfaceIt was meant to illustrate the previously-mentioned stopconduction.
page of current-conduction by high conductivity. After an account of
the transfer of energy through the dielectric (concerning which I shall
say a few words later) I continue [vol. I., p. 440]
"
Since, on starting a current, the energy reaches the wire from the
medium without, it may be expected that the electric current is first set
up in the outer part, and takes time to penetrate to the middle. This
:

have verified by investigating some special cases.
"Increase the conductivity enormously, still keeping it finite, howLet it, for instance, take minutes to set up a current at the axis.
ever.
Then ordinary rapid signalling through the wire would be accompanied by a surface-current only, penetrating to but a small depth.
The disturbance is then propagated parallel to the wire in the manner
of waves, with reflection at the end, and hardly any tailing off.
With
infinite conductivity, there can be no current set up in the wire at all.
There is no dissipation wave-propagation is perfect. The wire-current
is wholly superficial, an abstraction, yet it is nearly the same with
very
high conductivity. This illustrates the impenetrability of a perfect conI

*

'

;

ductor to magnetic induction (and similarly to electric current) applied
by Maxwell to the molecular theory of magnetism. ..."
Attention has recently been forcibly directed towards the phenomenon
above described of the inward transmission of current into wires
Professor Hughes's Inaugural Address to the Society of
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Engineers and Electricians, January, 1886. This paper was, for many
It was remarkable for the ignoration of wellreasons, very remarkable.
known facts, thoroughly worked out already ; also for the mixing up of
the effects due to induction and to resistance, and the author's apparent
inability to separate them, or to see the real

meaning of his results; one
might indeed imagine that an entirely new science of induction was in
It was remarkable that the great experimental skill
its earliest stages.
of the author should have led him to employ a method which was in
being capable of giving, in general, neither a true
resistance nor a true induction-balance (as may be easily seen by simple
experiments with coils, without mathematical examination of the theory)

itself objectionable,

a method which does not therefore admit of exact interpretation of
results without full particulars being given and subjected to laborious
calculations.
Finally, it was remarkable as containing, so far as could

be safely guessed

at,

many

approximation towards

verifications of the

mere surface-conduction in wires. This is, after all, the really important
matter, against which all the rest is insignificant.
As regards the method employed, I have shown its inaccuracy in my
paper "On the Use of the Bridge as an Induction-balance" [vol. II., p.
33], wherein I also described correct methods, including the simple
Bridge without mutual induction, and also methods in which mutual

induction is employed to get balance, giving the requisite formulae,
which are of the simplest character.
As regards the interpretation of Professor Hughes's thick-wire results,
showing departure from the linear theory, by which I mean the theory
that ignores differences in the current-density in wires, I have before
made the following remarks [vol. IL, p. 30]. After commenting upon
the difficulty of exact interpretation, I proceed
" The most
interesting of the experiments are those relating to the
effect of increased diameter on what Prof. Hughes terms the inductive
My own interpretation is roughly this." That the
capacity of wires.
time-constant of a wire first increases with the diameter
(this is of
course what the linear theory shows), "and, then, later, decreases
rapidly and that the decrease sets in the sooner the higher the conductivity and the higher the inductivity (or magnetic permeability) of
If this be correct, it is exactly what I should have expected
the wires.
and predicted. In fact, I have already described the phenomenon in
this Journal ; or, rather, the phenomenon I described contains in itself
In The Electrician for January 10, 1885, I
the above interpretation.
It begins on its boundary,
described how the current starts in a wire.
and is propagated inward. Thus, during the rise of the current it is
As regards the manner
less strong at the centre than at the boundary.
of inward propagation, it takes place according to the same laws as the
propagation of magnetic force and current into cores from an enveloping
coil, which I have described in considerable detail in The Electrician
The retardation depends
xxviii.
see especially
20].
[vol. I., Art.
the
the
upon
conductivity,
inductivity, and upon the section,
upon
under similar boundary-conditions. If the conductivity be high enough,
or the inductivity, or the section, be large enough to make the central
:

;

;
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current appreciably less than the boundary-current during the greater
part of the time of rise of the current, there will be an apparent reduction in the time-constant.
Go to an extreme case very rapid short
Here we have
currents, and large retardation to inward transmission.
the current in layers, strong on the boundary, weak in the middle.
Clearly then, if we wish to regard the wire as a mere linear circuit,
which it is not, and as we can only do to a first approximation, we
should remove the central part of the wire that is, increase its resistThis will happen
ance, regarded as a line, or reduce its time-constant.
the sooner, the greater the inductivity and the conductivity, as the section is continuously increased. It is only thin wires that can be treated
as mere lines, and even they, if the speed be only great enough, must
be treated as solid conductors. I ought also to mention that the influence of external conductors, as of the return conductor, is of importance,
sometimes of very great importance, in modifying the distribution of
current in the transient state. I have had for years in manuscript some
solutions relating to round wires, and hope to publish them soon.
"
As a general assistance to those who go by old methods, a rising
current inducing an opposite current in itself and in parallel conductors,
this may be useful.
Parallel currents are said to attract or repel,
This is, however,
according as the currents are together or opposed.

The distribution of current is not
But when currents are increasing or decreasing, there is

mechanical force on the conductors.
aifected

by

it.

an apparent attraction or repulsion between them. Oppositely-going
currents repel when they are decreasing and attract when they are
Thus, send a current into a loop, one wire the return to
increasing.
the other, both being close together.
During the rise of the current it
will be denser on the sides of the wires nearest one another than on the
remote sides. ..."
An iron wire, through which rapid reversals are sent, should afterwards
be found, by reason of

its magnetic retentiveness, magnetized in concentric cylindrical shells, of alternately positive and negative magnetization.
This would only occur superficially. The thickness of the layers

would give information regarding the amount

of retardation,

from which

the inductivity could be deduced.
The case is similar to that of the
superficial layers of magnetization produced in a core placed in a coil
through which reversals are sent, the magnetization being then, however,
longitudinal instead of circular.
The linear theory is departed from in the most extreme manner,
when the return-current closely envelops the wire. The theory of the
rise of the current in this case I have
given before [vol. n., p. 44], and
also the case of the return-current at any distance [vol. IL, p. 50].
The
is more comprehensive, taking into
account both electrostatic and magnetic induction, working down to the
magnetic theory on the one hand, and approximating towards the
electrostatic theory (long submarine cable) on the other; with this
difference, that inertia is not so wholly ignorable in the long-line case as
is elastic
Nor is the variation of
yielding in the case of a short wire.

investigation following in this paper

current-density wholly ignorable.
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New
But

(Duplex) Method of Treating the Electromagnetic Equations.
The Flux of Energy.

as regards the transfer of energy in the electromagnetic
is a very important matter theoretically.
It is a necessity
of a rationally intelligible scheme (even if it be only on paper) that the
It is the absence of
transfer of energy should be explicitly definable.
this definiteness that makes the German methods so repulsive to a plain
first

This

field.

man who

likes to see where he is going and what he is doing, and hates
metaphysics in science.
I found that I had been anticipated by Prof. Poynting [Phil. Trans.,
1884] in the deduction of the transfer-of-energy formula appropriate to
Maxwell's electromagnetic scheme, in the main. It is, therefore, only

more general form, the
most general that Maxwell's scheme admits of, and having deduced it
In connecin a simple manner, that I can attach myself to the matter.
tion with it, however, there is another matter of some importance, viz.,
That I should have been
the use of a certain fundamental equation.
able to arrive at the most general form, taking into account intrinsic
magnetization, as well as not confining myself to media homogeneous
and isotropic as regards the three quantities conductivity, inductivity,
and dielectric capacity, in a simple and direct manner, without any
volume-integrations or complications, arose from my method of treating
I here sketch out the scheme, in the form I
the general equations.
as having given the equation of activity in a

give

it.

H

be the magnetic force and

F

(Thick letters here
Then, "curl"
denoting the well-known rotatory operator, Maxwell's fundamental

Let

1

for vectors.

The

current-equation

the current.

later investigation is

wholly

is

curlH^TrF,
and

is

scalar.)

.............................. (1)

terms of magnetic

his definition of electric current in

force.

It

necessitates closure of the electric current, and, at a surface, tangential
continuity of Hj and normal continuity of F. The electric current may

be conductive, or the variation of the

elastic

"

displacement," say

F=C+D,
the conduction-current, and
tions of the electric force E, thus,

where C

is

D

the displacement, linear func-

k being the conductivity, and c the dielectric capacity (or CJ^TT the conEquation (1) thus connects the
denser-capacity per unit-volume).
But this is not enough to
electric and the magnetic forces one way.
second relation between E : and H x is
make a complete system.

A

wanted.
Maxwell's second relation

two highly

is

artificial quantities,

his equation of electric force in terms of

a vector and a scalar potential, say

A and

P, thus

E^-A-VP,

............................. (2)
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get

down

to

Hj

B = /*H i;

curlA = B,

B being the magnetic induction, and

//,

the inductivity.

(Here we

ignore intrinsic magnetization.)
(2) is arrived at through a rather complex investigation.
these equations are deduced the general equations of electromagand P.
netic disturbances in vol. ii., art. 783.
They contain both
One or other must go before we can practically work the equations,
which are, independently of this, rather unmanageable, although they
are not really general, for impressed forces are omitted, and the intrinsic
and this
magnetization must be zero, and the medium isotropic. Again
and P, if given
the two potentials
is an objection of some magnitude
everywhere, are not sufficient to specify the state of the electromagnetic

The equation

From

A

A

Try it; and fail.
Even without using these complex general equations referred to, but
those on which they are based, (1) and (2), the very artificial nature of
A and P greatly obscures and complicates many investigations. Not
being able to work practically in terms of A and P in a general manner,
and yet knowing there was nothing absolutely wrong, I went to the
root of the evil, and cured it, thus
As a companion to equation (1) use this,

-field.

:

............................. (3)

That this may be derived
the magnetic current, or B/^TT.
But what is of greater importance in view
(2) is obvious.
of the difficult establishment of (2), is that (3) can be got immediately
independently, and that (2) is its consequence. Equation (3) is, in fact,
the mathematical expression of the Faraday law of induction, that the
electromotive force of induction in any closed circuit is to be measured
by the rate of decrease of the induction through it.
Now make (1) and (3) the fundamental equations, and ignore (2)
There are several great advanaltogether, except for special purposes.
First, the abolition of the two potentials.
tages in the use of (3).
Next, we are brought into immediate contact with E x and Hj, which
have physical significance in really defining the state of the medium
and P do not,
and c of course to be known), which
anywhere (k,
and cannot, even if given over all space. Thirdly, by reason of the
close parallelism between (1) and (3), electric force being related to
magnetic current, as magnetic force to electric current, we are enabled
to perceive easily many important relations which are not at all obvious
and P are used, and (3) ignored. Fourthly, we
when the potentials
are enabled with considerable ease, if we have obtained solutions relating
to variable states in which the lines of E x and Hj are related in one way,
to at once get the solutions of problems of quite different physical meanand H 15 or quantities directly related to them, change
ing, in which Ej
For example, the variation of magnetic force in a core placed in
places.
a coil, and of electric current in a round wire ; and many others.
That the advantages attending the use of (3) as a fundamental equa-

where

G- is

at once

from

A

^

A
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tion are not imaginary, I have repeatedly verified.
The establishment
of the general equation of activity, however, which I now
reproduce
[vol. i., p. 449], shows that (3) is really the proper and natural fundamental equation to use. But we must first introduce impressed forces,
allowing energy to be taken in by the electric and magnetic currents.

\

In (1) and (3),
and HJ are not the effective electric and magnetic
forces concerned in producing the fluxes conduction-current,
displacement, and induction, but require impressed forces, say e and h, to be
= : + e, and = T + h ; then we shall have
added. Let

E

H H

E

B = /xH,

C = E,

as the three linear relations

between forces and fluxes

r = C + D,
showing the structure

D = cE/47r,
G = B/47r,

of the currents

connection,

-

;

................ (4)
;

two equations,

....................... (5)

and two equations

of cross-

curl(H-h) = 47rr, ............................ (6)
= 4?rG .............................
curl (E e)

(7)

U

the electric energy, and
Q be the dissipativity,
Next,
netic energy per unit volume, defined thus
let

T

the mag-

:

U = iBD,

Q = EC,

T = JHB/47r,

.............. (8)

(according to the notation of scalar products used in my paper in the
1885 [vol. ii., p. 4]; c, k, and p are in
general the operators appropriate to linear connection between forces
and fluxes). Then we get the full equation of activity at once, by
multiplying (6) by E, and (7) by H, and adding the results. It is
Philosophical Magazine, June,

er + hG = EF +

HG + div V(E - e)(H -

,

= Q+U+ r+divV(E-e)(H-h)/4ir,j"
where div stands for divergence, the negative of Maxwell's convergence.
The left side showing the energy taken in per second per unit volume
by reason of impressed forces, and Q+ U+T being expended on the
spot in heating, and in increasing the electric and magnetic energies, we

see that V(E - e)(H - h)/4?r is the vector flux of energy per unit area
per second, or the energy-current density. The appropriateness of (7)
as a companion to (6) is very clearly shown.
The scheme expressed by (4), (5), (6), (7) is, however, in one respect
The magnetic current is closed, by (7) but that does not
too general.
necessitate the closure of the magnetic induction, which is necessary to
avoid having unipolar magnets. Hence
;

divB =

................................

(10)

There is no
required to meet
with
of
to
conduction-current
dissipation
energy,
analogous
magnetic
the electric conduction-current.
As regards the ir.eunings of e and h, in the light of dynamics they
define themselves in the equation of activity that is, so far as the
is

facts, in addition to (4), (5), (6), (7).

;
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mere measure

of impressed forces is concerned, apart from physical
Thus, e is the amount of energy taken in by the electromagnetic field per second per unit volume per unit electric current, and
h is similarly related to magnetic current. Under e have to be included
the recognised voltaic and thermoelectric forces.
But besides them, e
has to include the impressed electric force due to motion in a magnetic
field, or VvB, if v is the vector velocity, necessitating a mechanical
It has also to include intrinsic electrization, the state
force VFB.
which is set up in solid dielectrics under the continued application of

causation.

electric force.

Thus,

J = ce/4?r

connects the intensity of intrinsic electrization J with the corresponding e.
I can find only two kinds of h.
First, due to motion in an electric
force 47rVDG ; and,
field, viz., 47rVDv, necessitating a mechanical
secondly, much more importantly, intrinsic magnetization I, connected
with the corresponding h thus,

As

regards potentials, there are, to match the two electric potentials
potentials, say Z and 12 ; 0, being the singlevalued scalar magnetic potential, and Z the vector-potential of the
magnetic current, some of whose properties in relation to dielectric and
conductive displacement I have worked out in the paper referred to

A

and P, two magnetic

before.

As regards the general equations of disturbances, like Maxwell's (7),
chapter xx. vol. ii., they are far more a hindrance than an assistance in
But when we come to a special investigation,
general investigations.
and need to know the forms of the functions involved, then we may
eliminate either E or H between (6) and (7), and use the suitable
coordinates.

Application of the General Equations to a Bound Wire with Coaxial ReturnThe Differential Equations and Normal Solutions. Arbitrary
Tube.
Initial State.

We may

make use of the above equations at the start, in passing to
the question of the propagation of disturbances along a wire, after
which the investigation will be wholly scalar. Put e = in (7); then
we see that we cannot alter the magnetic force at a point without
Now, as in a steady state the
giving rotation to the electric force.
electric force has no rotation (away from the seat of impressed force), it
follows that under no circumstances (except by artificial arrangements
of impressed force) can we set up the steady state in a conductor
may approximate to it very
strictly according to the linear theory.
closely throughout the greater part of the variable period, but it will be
widely departed from in the very early stages.
Let there be a straight round wire of radius a lt conductivity &
inductivity p v and dielectric capacity c : ; surrounded up to radius a 2
by a dielectric of conductivity k% inductivity /* 2 and dielectric capacity

We

,
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in its turn surrounded to radius a 3 by a conductor of & 3 /x 3 and c 3
2
This might be carried on to any extent but we stop at r = a g r being
distance from the axis of the wire, as the outer conductor is to be the
return to the inner wire.
Let the magnetic lines be such as would be produced by longitudinal
impressed electric force, viz. circles in planes perpendicular to the axis
Let
be the intensity of magof the wire, and centred thereon.
netic force at distance r from the axis, and distance z along it from a
fixed point.
Use (6), with h = 0, to find the electric current. It has
C

.

,

;

,

,

H

two components, say F longitudinal, or
r, given by

parallel to

z,

and y

radial, or

parallel to

.

r dr

We

have also

E = />r,

if

p

is

dz

a generalised resistivity, or

Now use equation (7), with e = 0. The curl of the longitudinal and
of the radial electric force are both circular, like H, giving
.......................... (13)
%L\
dz J

In this use

(11),

H

and we get the
equation, which is
2
d 1 d TT d' H A
TT
ff
/i ^\
---j- rH+^nr = 4:TriikH+iicH.
................. (14)
-j
dr r dr
dz 2
T

The suffixes 15 2 and 3 are to be used, according as the wire, dielectric,
or sheath, is in question.
Let also
In a normal state of free subsidence, d/dt =p, a constant.
2
where m? is a constant, depending upon the terminal
d 2/dz* =
,

-m

conditions.

,

Also, let

(15)

Then .(14) becomes
which
which

is

j-~irH+fff=0;

the equation of the JI(ST) and

call

K^ (sr).

Thus, for reference,
4 4
s ?

its

........................... (16)

complementary function,
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have therefore the following sets of solutions, in the wire,
and sheath respectively, the A's and B's being constants

dielectric,

:

H

= AJ^s^r) cos (mz + 0)ept
A lJl (s l r)m sin (mz + 6)ept
=
A J (s r)s cos (mz + 6)tpt
l
,

l

l

L

1

,

,

cos
S
1 ( 2 ') )
7

{

A J (s r
2

(18)

2

f

lV

V)

^s./}

COS

}m

sin

To harmonise these, we have the boundary conditions of continuity
of tangential electric and magnetic forces, and of normal electric and
magnetic currents (or of magnetic induction).
Thus, y l = y 2 and
Us

-

i

(PiSjp^J^a^K^s^),

iXw) = (/>i5
-

As
'/

=

5
1 //> 2 2 )/

(^i)^i(^i)

J^aJJ^aJ.

]

there is to be no current beyond the sheath, y 3 =
ay
This gives

^=-(^3)
This,

and the conditions y3 = y2 and
,

(A

/) 3

I

0,

or

H=
3

0,

at

............................ (20)

F3 =

/> 2

r2

,

at r = a 2 give us
,

A+B
....(21)

whence, eliminating ^ 3 by division, and putting for ^4 2 and B 2 their
values in terms of A v through (19), we obtain the determinantal equation of the p's for a particular value of m 2
It is
.

....(22)

where the dots indicate repetition of the fraction immediately over
them.
Before proceeding to practical simplifications, we may in outline
continue the process of finding the complete solution to correspond to
any given initial state. The m's must be found from the terminal
conditions.
Suppose, for example, that the wire, of length I, forms a
closed circuit, and that the sheath and the dielectric are similarly
H.E.P.

VOL.

II.

M
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closed on themselves.
series,

m = 0,

again,

If,

Then,

we

clearly,

have Fourier periodic

shall

with

we

desire to

27T/J,

47r//,

etc.

GTT/I,

make the sheath the return to the wire, withjoin them at the end z =
by a conducting-

out external resistance,
plate of no resistance, placed perpendicular to the axis
same at the other end, where z = I. This will make

y=
will

make the

0's

vanish,

m = 0,
Each

at

z

= 0,

and

at

z

;

and do the

= l;

and make
TT/I,

Sir/I,

STT//,

etc.

has its infinite series of p's, by the equation (22).
Now, as regards the initial state, the electric field and the magnetic
field must be both given.
For, although the quantity H, fully
expressed, alone settles the complete state of the system after the first
moment, yet at the first moment (when the previously acting impressed
forces finally cease) the electric field and the magnetic field are indeThe energy which is dissipated according to Joule's law has
pendent.
two sources, the electric and the magnetic energies. Now we may, by
longitudinal impressed force, set up a certain distribution of magnetic
Or, having set up a certain magnetic
energy, without electric energy.
and a certain electric field by a particular distribution of impressed
force, we may alter it in various ways, so as to keep the magnetic field
the same whilst we vary the electric field.
So both fields require to be
known, or equivalent information given.
may then decompose them into the proper normal systems by
means of the universal conjugate property derived from the equation of
activity, that of the equality of the mutual electric energy of two comof these

??i's

We

plete normal systems to their mutual magnetic energy [vol. I., p. 523.]
Thus, if
n and Tn are the doubles of the complete electric and

U

U

is the mutual electric
magnetic energies of any normal system, and
01
energy of the initial electric field and the normal electric field in question, and TQl is the mutual magnetic energy of the initial magnetic field
and the normal magnetic field, we shall have

^ = 7r-r
u u~ n
01

(23)

J

A

as the expression for the value of the coefficient
v which settles the
actual size of the normal system in question.
Equal roots require
further investigation.
This would complete the theoretical treatment.
It is best to use the electric and magnetic forces as initial data in the
As regards potentials, we cannot express the electric
general case.
in
terms
of merely the electric potential and the electrification,
energy
but require to use also the vector-potential Z and the magnetic current.
Simplifications.

Thin Return Tube of Constant Resistance.

Also fietum

of no Resistance.

Now
first,

there are several important practical simplifications.
Suppose,
that the thickness of the sheath is only a small fraction of its
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Then it may be treated as if it were infinitely
distance from the axis.
thin, making the sheath a linear conductor; of course its resistance
may remain the same as if of finite thickness. Let a4 be the very small
thickness of the sheath, then the big fraction on the left side of (22)
will

become

+ WjJJKj - (K + s^K^J,,

(/
(J,

+WJ

2 )^l

-

wherein 2 and
from J and Q

K

(*! +

K

2

.

WJWl

,

_

1

'

*34
and

W

J^-JfiKu
Jfl -

K

_

3

3

} "

J_.

A

'

are derived from Jl
as the latter are derived
t
left side of (22) will become

So the

(24)

The inductivity of the sheath is now of no importance. Being on the
outer edge of the magnetic field, the thinness of the sheath makes its
contribution to the magnetic energy be diminished indefinitely.
Again, in' important practical cases, the resistance of the return is
next to nothing in comparison with that of the wire. Then put p 3 =
in (22).
This makes the left side vanish, and then we sweep away the
denominator on the right side, and get the determinantal or differential
equation

"MpMs^J^
Although we may have the return of nearly no resistance and yet of
low conductivity (as in the case of the earth), yet it cannot be quite
zero without infinite conductivity, which is what is here assumed.
The
result is that we shut out the return-conductor from participation,
except superficially, in the phenomena.
(25) will result from the
condition /> 2 F 2 = 0, or F 2 = 0, at r = a z
that is, no tangential current,
;

or electric force, in the dielectric close to the sheath.
If there could be
As it is,
any, it would involve infinite current-density in the sheath.
there is none, and the return-current has become a mere abstraction, to
be measured by the tangential magnetic force divided by 47r, and turned
round through a right angle on the inner boundary of the sheath. In
a similar manner, if we make the wire infinitely conducting (or of in-

*
Then the
finitely great inductivity
either) the wire will be shut out.
and
electric
fields
are confined to the dielectric only, and we
magnetic

have purely wave-propagation, unless it be a conductor as well.
of no resistance, let the dielectric be nonconducting and the wire non-dielectric, or ^ = 0, & 2 = 0. The most
For we have
important simplification arises from the smallness of S 2 2

shall

Now, with the return

.

*

2

s2

[The case, parenthetically mentioned, of infinite inductivity, though resembling that of infinite conductivity in excluding magnetic disturbances from the
body of the conductors, differs widely from it in other respects. Considering here
only the effect on a train of waves sent along the conductors, the effect of increasing conductivity with constant inductivity is a tendency to surface-concentration
and also to a state of perfect slip, without attenuation. But the effect of increasing inductivity is a tendency to surface-concentration together with large attenuation in transit.
The S.H. solutions will give more details on this point.]
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If the length I of the line is a large multiple of the greatest transverse
we are concerned with, 2 is made a small quantity very
length
small when the line is miles in length, except in case of the insignificant
terms involving large multiples of TT in m = mr/L Again, (/*/)"* is the
speed of light through the dielectric, so that unless p be extravagantly
2
Thus, with moderate distance of
large /*2 cp is exceedingly small also.

m

.,

return-current, s.2a 2 is in general exceedingly small.
Therefore, in the expressions (17), take first terms only,

V
These, used in (25), bring

it

down

=

(26)

V-

-

making

to

(27)

concerning which, so far as substantial accuracy is concerned, the only
assumption made is that the return has no resistance.
We have now the following complete normal system
:

)

cos(mz+6)c

1

pt

sin (mz

')s l

cos(mz+0)

= B(sjr)- m

B = A(p

where

,

)m

l

47ry 2

+

pt

sin (mz

s /p. )J() (s a )
l
2
1 l

0)e

,

pt

r

)

+ 6)<. pt

,

+

The

longitudinal current and electric force in the dielectric vary as
The radial comthe logarithm of the ratio a.2 fr, vanishing at = a.,.
ponents vary inversely as the distance.
Numerically considered, the
longitudinal electric force is negligible against the radial, which is
important as causing the electrostatic retardation on long lines. But,
theoretically, the longitudinal component of the electric force is very
important when we look to the physical actions that take place, as it
determines the passage of energy from the dielectric, its seat of transmission along the wire, into the conductor, where it is dissipated.
"Regarding (28), however, it is to be remarked that, on account of the
approximations, the dielectric solutions do not satisfy the fundamental
=
But the other fundamental
equation (6). Applying it, we get F 0.
To satisfy (6), take
(7) is satisfied.
/

^i(v) = - (V)' + JV
1

(log

s.

r

2

-

1

)

:

leading to the determinantal equation

and requiring us to substitute
(,V)for (SoV)" 1 in the

H

2

1

4-

and y2 formulae

in (28).

Then

(6) is nearly
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expression to

is
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take
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quite satisfied if we change the last term in the last
But the other fundamental is violated.

Ignored Dielectric Displacement.
Current in a Wire..

down

PART

=

in

(27),

Magnetic Theory of Establishment of
Viscous Fluid Analogy.

making

-

s

= f* 2 cp'2 and
,

bringing (27)

to

j*,Vo(Vi)-

-WAi);

L = 2/*

where

2

........................ (29)

log (ajaj,

the coefficient of self-induction of the surface-current, and

the resistance of the wire, both per unit length of wire ; so that
is the time-constant of the linear
theory, on the supposition that the
resistance of the wire fully operates, although the current is confined
= is appropriate when the line is so
to the surface.
This case of
short that the electrostatic induction is really negligible in its effects on
the wire-current.
In fact we shall arrive at (29) from purely electroBut it is also the
magnetic considerations, with e =
everywhere.
case when the electrostatic retardation
proper equation in the ra =
is not
It must be taken into account, for instance, in the
negligible.
subsidence of an initially steady current, independently of the electro-

m

static charge.

Expanding

(29) in

powers of p, by means

of

s?a?

= - fJ^p/R we
,

get

(30)

Taking

first

powers only, we get

which is greater than the linear-theory time-constant of the wire by the
amount J/^/^o, since J/^ is the inductance per unit length of wire
when the return-current is upon its surface.
But taking second powers as well, we get, if L = J/^ + Z/
,

and

The real timeof which the first is exactly the linear-theory value.
constant of the first normal system of current, therefore, exceeds the
linear-theory value by an amount which is less than J/>4/72 when the
return is so distant, or the retardation (p-Jc^a,*) of the wire is so small
that a steady current subsides with very nearly uniform currentIt
density, being very slightly less at the boundary than at the axis.
" current in
is not, however, to be inferred that the subsidence of the
"
It is accelerated, at least at first.
the wire is delayed.
Equation (29) may be written
,

....................... (31)
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the appropriate form when a full investigation is desired.
Draw the
curves y^ = right member, and ?/ 2 = left member, the abscissa being s^.
Their intersections will give the values of
The
satisfying (31).
first root has been already considered, when ^/LQ is
very small. The
= 0.
rest, under the same circumstances, will be nearly those of J^s-fa)
But if the wire is of iron, ^/L^ may be very large, and there will
be no approach to the linear theory.
Many normal systems must
be taken into account to get numerical solutions. Similarly if the
sheath be close to the wire, whether it be magnetic or not.
Electrostatic charge being ignored, join the wire and sheath to make
a closed circuit, in which insert a steady impressed force e at time t--=Q.
Let F be the current at distance r from the axis at time t. (There is
no y now.) The rise of F to the final steady value, say F is given by

s^

,

(32)

where

The
rises

=
are to be got by (31).
q
1^/2^. The values of
total current C, or the current in the wire, in ordinary language,

s^

thus to

its final

value

C

:

(33)

The boundary -condition

F+

^
uT

of

= 0,

F

is that,

at r

therefore

= av
............
^faih)-*,?
tJ

(34)

-i

Considering the first term only in the summation in (33), as may be
done when the linear theory is nearly followed, that is, after the first
l
stage of the rise, put
p~ = (L + L^jPi^ where L-^ must be very small
compared with L then
;

When

the current

is started, by a steady impressed force in the coillong solenoidal coil of small thickness, containing a solid
conducting core, the magnetic force in the core rises in the same manner
as the current in the wire, according to (32) ; because the boundarycondition of the magnetic force is of the same form as (34), q being
then a function of the number of windings, etc.
There is also the water-pipe analogy, which is always turning up.
This I have before made use of [vol. L, p. 384].
Water in a round
pipe is started from rest and set into a state of steady motion by the
sudden and continued application of a steady longitudinal dragging or
shearing-force applied to its boundary, according to the equation (32).This analogy is useful because every one is familiar with the setting
of water in motion by friction on its boundary, transmitted inward by

circuit, in a

viscosity.

Graphically representing (32), abscissae the time, and ordinates F, at
the centre, intermediate points, and the boundary, by what we may
call the arrival -curves of the current, and comparing them with
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the linear theory arrival curve at all parts of the wire, we may notice
these characteristics.
The current rises much more rapidly at the
boundary than according to the linear theory, at first, but much more
slowly in the later stages.
Going inward from the boundary we find
that an inflection is produced in the arrival-curve near its commencement ; the rapid rise being delayed for an appreciable interval of time.

This dead period is, of course, very marked at the axis of the wire,
there being practically no current at all there until a certain time has
That the central part of the wire is nearly inoperative when
elapsed.
rapid reversals are sent is easily understood from this, or perhaps more
Some curves of (32), for
easily by the use of the water-pipe analogue.
two special values of q, I have already given [vol. I., p. 398 ; vol. II.,
p. 58].

Magnetic Theory of S.H. Variations of Impressed Voltage and
resulting Current.

Let there be a simple-harmonic impressed force e sin nt in the circuit
and sheath, with no external resistance, making a total circuit-

of wire

resistance R.

(I

and the solution

r^^(P^
where

the core-solution into the wire-solution.)

translate

The boundary condition

is

is

+

Q

QS)-^(P

M+Q N)smnt + (P N-Q M) C o
Q

Q

S

;

...(36)

nt^

M and N are the following functions,
M= i/ (WO + |/ (W^),
tf-j^WT)

standing for

-

v/

and x

1,

-

Ji/

for /v/W/A^w.

P = M+qM',

'

Also

Q = N+qN',

M

'

1

(W-t)J
..................... (38)

N

and
have the values
denoting differentiation to r. In (36),
Q the values at r = a 1} the boundary.
r, and P
We have

le

distance

,

P2 +
If y

4

(ay)

2

= M* + N2 + 2q(MM' + NN') + <f(M'* + N'*) ........ (39)

= (47r/x1 ^ 1

-

y

A

PV
y
16

?

2

>2

7i)

,

we have

the following series

:

8y /
,

4262

v

(40)
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These are suitable

for calculating the

M

amplitude of F or of
is
given by

C when

y

is

The wire-current C

not a very large quantity.

f
where P, Q, M, N,
N' have the boundary values.
themselves, their expansions are
,

for

M and N

^

M=l-JL
2 4
2

As

2

~2

2

42 6 2 82
('*-')

2

But these

2

224252

"2

2

series are quite unsuitable

when y

is

very large.

Then

use the approximate formulae

'

'which make, if/-yi,

M* + N 2 =

.

'27rr

,

2

(44)

,

\trji

In the extreme, very high frequency, or large retardation, or both
combined, making y very great, the amplitude of the wire-current C
tends to be represented by
(45)
e/L ln;
showing that the current is stronger than according to the linear theory,
and far stronger in the case of an iron wire, or very close return.
The amplitude of the current-density at the axis, under the same
circumstances, with r = a A in /, is
I*,

w hich
r

is of course excessively small.
current-density amplitude is

On

...

.-(46)

the other hand, the boundary

TT1I

which may be greater than the linear-theory amplitude.
Analogous to this, the amplitude of the current in a coil due to a S.H.
impressed force in the coil-circuit is greatly increased by allowing dissipation of energy by conduction in a core placed in the coil, when the
corresponding y is great, a large core, high inductivity, etc. that is, the
inertia or retarding-power of the electromagnet is greatly reduced, so
far as the coil-current is concerned.
This is, in a great measure, done
away with by dividing the core to stop the electric currents, when the
;

linear theory

is

approximated

to.
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=

1600, the axial is about one-fourteenth of the boundary-current
To get this in a thick copper wire of 1 centim. radius, a
amplitude.
frequency of about 850 waves per second would be required. But in
an iron rod of the same size, if we take /^ = 500, only about 8 J waves
per second would suffice.
6
ReturningY to the former expressions, if we go only as far as n the
rr
=
G
the
of
wire-current
is
C
amplitude
e/R l; where the
given by
Q
square of R", which is the "apparent resistance," or the impedance, per
unit length of wire, is given by
If

//

,

where g = (^w/A^) 2 and

R and L have the former meanings.
only the total current is under investigation, the method
followed by Lord Rayleigh (Phil. Mag., May, 1886) possesses advanI find it difficult, however, to understand how the increased
tages.
resistance can become of serious moment.
For, above a certain frequency, the current-amplitude is increased whilst, below that frequency,
its reduction, from that
given by the linear theory, appears to be, in
copper wires, quite insignificant in general [vol. 1 1., p. 67 j.
,

When

;

PART
Extension of General Theory

to

II.

two Coaxial Conducting Tubes.

In Part I. the inner conductor was solid.
Let now the central
portion be removed, making it a hollow tube of outer radius a 1 and
inner a
The reason for this modification is that the theory of a tube
is not the same when the return-conductor is outside as when it is
inside it ; that is to say, it depends upon the position of the dielectric,
the primary seat of the transfer of energy.
The expression for v the
magnetic force at distance r from the axis, will now be
.

H

^ = Ki(V-)-W^i)(^i(')Mi;

(49)

instead of the former A^far), of the first of equations (18); if we
at the inner boundary of the wire (as we
impose the condition H^ =
may still call the inner tube). This means that there is to be no
current from r = to r = aQ ; we therefore ignore the minute
longitudinal
dielectric-current in this space, just as we ignored that beyond r = a
s
If we wish to necessitate that this shall be
previously.
rigidly true,
we may suppose that within r = a Qt and beyond r = a s we have not
merely k = 0, but also c = 0, thus preventing current, either conducting
or dielectric.
In any case, with only k = Q, the dielectric disturbance
must be exceedingly small. On this point I may mention that my
brother, Mr. A. W. Heaviside, experimenting with a wire and outer
tube for the return, using a (for telegraphic purposes) very strong
current, rapidly interrupted, and a sensitive telephone in circuit with a
parallel outer wire, could not detect the least sign of any inductive
,
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action outside the tube, at least when the source of energy (the battery)
was kept at a distance from the telephone. In explanation of the last
remark, we need only consider that, although the transfer of energy is
from the battery along the tubular space between the wire and return,
yet, before getting to this confined space, there is a spreading out of
the disturbances, so that in the neighbourhood of the battery the disk
of a telephone may be strongly influenced by the variations of the
magnetic field. On the other hand, the induction between parallel
wires whose circuits are completed through the earth, is perceptible
with the telephone at hundreds of miles distance, or practically at any
His
distance, if the proper means be taken which theory points out.
direct experiments have, so far, only gone as far as forty miles, quite
recently ; but this distance may easily be extended.
Corresponding to (49) we shall have
............

(50)

omitting, in both, the z and t factors. Now, to obtain the corresponding
development of the general equation (22), we have only to change the
Jo( s i a i) i n ft k the quantity in the { } in (50), and the /1 (s 1 a 1 ) to that in

the {} in (49), with r = a1 in both cases.

Practical SimplificaElectrical Interpretation of the Differential Equations.
and Current C.
tion in Terms of Voltage

V

The method by which (22) was got was the simplest possible, reducing
mere algebra the work that would otherwise involve much thinking
out; and, in particular, avoiding some extremely difficult reasoning
relating to potentials, scalar and vector, that would occur were they

to

initio.
But, having got (22), the interpretation is comStarting with the inner tube, (49) is the general
paratively easy.
= Q at r = a Q if, in s, given by
solution of (14), with the limitation
l

considered ab

H

-

we

let

p mean

d/dt

and

2
Sj

;

= kirnfap + m2

m 2 mean- d' /dz'
2

2
,

,

instead of the constants in a

normal system of subsidence, and let A l be an arbitrary function of
z and t.
Similarly, (50) gives us the connection between I\ and A v
From it we may see what A l means. For, put r = a in (50); then,
since

we

A =

see that

l

47ra

X

1 (s 1

a )F

,

When the tube is solid,
the current-density at r = a
But, without knowing
v (49) and (50) connect H-^
/s1
and Fj directly, when l is eliminated by division. Also, 1 = C1 * (2/r),
if Cl be the total longitudinal current from r = a to r ; hence
F is
^ 1 = 47iT

if

.

A

.

H

A

r =

L
27Tf

oi

^

.....

-

]

............... JEi .....

connects the current-density and the integral current.
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Quite similarly, remembering that

pass to the outer tube.
at r = 3 we shall arrive at

=

II.

,

r _

s

27JT

^

J~... -

connecting F 3 the longitudinal current density at distance r in the
outer tube, with (73 the current through the circle of radius r in the
plane perpendicular to the axis.
Next, let there be longitudinal impressed electric forces in the wire
and return, of uniform intensities e l and e.2 over the sections of the two
,

,

We

conductors.

if

E

l

E3

and

shall

are

have

the

longitudinal

forces

electric

"of the

field."

Therefore
~T!

T~1

/ 777

7VT

\

/

e

A \

where

e is the
impressed force per unit length in the circuit at the place
considered the positive direction in the circuit being along the wire in
the direction of increasing z, and oppositely in the return.
If we take r = a l in (51), and r = a 2 in (52), and use them in (54),
then, since C becomes C, the wire-current, and C? becomes the same
plus the longitudinal dielectric-current, we see that if we agree to ignore
the latter, and can put
in terms of C, (54) will become an
3
l
:

E -E

equation between e and C.
To obtain the required E l - E 3 consider a rectangular circuit in a
plane through the axis, two of whose sides are of unit
length parallel to z at distances a^ and a 2 from the axis,
and the other two sides parallel to r, and calculate the
E.M.F. of the field in this circuit in the direction of the
circular arrow.
If z be positive from left to right, the
positive direction of the magnetic force through the circuit
is upward through the paper.
be the lineTherefore, if
= al to r = a<i
integral of the radial electric force from r
so that dVjdz is the part of the E.M.F. in the rectangular
circuit due to the radial force, we shall have
,

o

V

,

.

dV

H

the magnetic force in the
(7) ;
z being
This being 2C/r, on account of our neglect of F 2 we get, on
- L C, on the
right side, where LQ is the
performing the integration,
This
previously-used inductance of the dielectric per unit length.

by the Faraday law, or equation
dielectric.

,

brings (54) to

27T0!
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which, for brevity, write thus,

e-^=L&C+lS?C+I%C,
where E" and R% define themselves in
resistances of wire

....................

They

(55).

(56)

are generalised

and return

But of
respectively, per unit length.
their structure, later.
Equation (56) is what we get from (22) by
treating s z r as a small quantity and using ^26) ; remembering also the
extension from a solid to a hollow wire.

By more complex reasoning we may similarly put the right member
terms of C without the neglect of T 2 and arrive at (22) itself,
in a form similar to (55) or (56).
But we may get it from (22) at once
of (54) in

,

by a proper arrangement

of the terms.

It

becomes

#+#S++3)a
/%
J'oi

Here R" and

03

;

(57)

"
and B^ are similar expressions
on the assumption that H =
at r = a l or at r = a 2

T?" are as before, whilst //

for the dielectric,

respectively

..................

/

thus,

has a different structure, being given by

Jo( s 2 ai) ~
In these take

s

2

r small

;

they will become
7?"

_

7?"

_

that is, if p 2 be imagined to be resistivity, the steady resistance per
unit length of the dielectric tube (fully, p.2 is the reciprocal of k2 +
and, with k2 = 0,

if

S

is

the electric capacity per unit length, such that
e, (57) reduces to

Z $ = /x 2 c 2

.

Then,

introducing

e

which

is

= (LQp + m 2/Sp + E? + tiZ)C,

really the same as (56).

For,

by

....................

continuity, or

(58)

by the second

of (11),
................. (59)

= a lt or, in other
a- is the
time-integral of the radial current at r
words, the electrification surface-density there, when the conductors
if
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a-
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surface.)

Therefore

&C_m* c _dV

1

(60)

dz'

"tip dz*~S~p

which establishes the equivalence.
Particular attention to the meaning of the quantity Fis needed.
the line-integral of the radial force in the dielectric from r =
r = a...
Or it may be defined by
is

It
j

to

Sr=2lTU <r=Q,
be
the
unit
But it is not the electric
Q
charge per
length of wire.
It is not even the excess of the
potential at the surface of the wire.
potential at the wire-boundary over that at the inner boundary of the
return.
For, as it is the line-integral of the electric force from end to
end of the tubes of displacement, it includes the line-integral of the
electric force of inertia.
It has, however, the obvious property of
allowing us to express the electric energy in the dielectric in the form
l

if

of a surface-integral, thus, J V<r per unit area of wire-surface, or J FQ per
unit length of wire, instead of by a volume-integration throughout the
dielectric.
Hence the utility of V.
The possibility of this property
depends upon the comparative insignificance of the longitudinal current
in the dielectric, which we ignore.
It may happen, however, that the
longitudinal displacement is far greater than the radial but then it
will be of so little moment that the problem could be taken to be a
at all, (58) being the
need not use
purely electromagnetic one.
It is, however, useful in electroequation between e and C without it.
static problems, for the above-mentioned reason.
Again, instead of V^
;

V

We

we may use o- or Q, which are definitely localized.
The physical interpretation of the force - dF/dz, in terms of Maxwell's
inimitable dielectric theory, is sufficiently clear, especially when we assist
by imagining the dielectric displacement to be a real displacement, elastically resisted, or any similar elastically resisted generalized
displacement of a vector character. When there is current from the
wire into the dielectric there is necessarily a back electric force in it
due to the elastic displacement and if it vary in amount along the wire,

ourselves

;

its

variation constitutes a longitudinal electric force.
2
be a constant in
(58) being a differential equation previously, let

m

Then R" and E" may be thus expressed

it.

:

..................

(61)

where R{ and B'2 L{ and L are functions of p
The utility of this
notation arises from R{ etc. becoming mere constants in simple-harmoniLet e m Fm and Cm be the corresponding
cally vibrating systems.
f
z

,

2

.

,

quantities for the particular

m

;

then,

,

by

(56),

+ (R(m + L'mp)Cm + (B,L + LLp)Cm ....... (62)
Or
where

em

Ii'
m

-d

J^

= B'lm + R^,

= (R'm + L'm p)Cm

,

........................ (63)

L'm = L Q + L{m +

LL ............ (64)
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R'm and L'm are functions of p 2

.

Therefore, by (62),

summing
.

up,

........... (65)

2
Now, although R m and L'm are really different functions of p for
2
every different value of m, since they contain m yet if, in changing
from one m to another, through a great many TTI'S, from m =
upward,
f
they should not materially change, we may i egard E'm and L m as having
the 7ft = expressions, as in the purely electromagnetic case, and denote
f

,

them by

R

f

and

L

f

simply.

Then

(65)

becomes
(66)

U/.3

The equation

simply.

and. that of
in the

m

Cm

of

^is now

being

case, that of

C becomes now

.....................

(68)

......................

(69)

simply

/

The assumption above made
Previous

Ways

is,

in general, justifiable.

of treating the subject of Propagation along Wires.

Let us now compare these equations with the principal ways that
have been previously employed to express the conditions of propagation
For simplicity, leave out the impressed force e.
of signals along wires.
First, we have Ohm's system, which may be thus written
:

C
J-f=R
dz

,

- d =spr,
dz

%%-BSpr.
dz2

........ (TO)

Here the first equation expresses Ohm's law. C is the wire-current, E
is a quantity whose
the resistance per unit length, and
meaning is
rather indistinct in Ohm's memoir, but which would be now called the
potential. The second equation is of continuity. Misled by an entirely
erroneous analogy, Ohm supposed electricity could accumulate in the
wire in a manner expressed by the second of (70), wherein S therefore
depends upon a specific quality of the conductor. The third equation
results from the two previous, and shows that V, or (7, or Q =
diffuse
themselves through the wire as heat does by difference of temperature
when there is no surface-loss. This system has at present only historical
The most remarkable thing about it is the getting of equations
interest.
correct in form, at least approximately, by entirely erroneous reasoning.
The matter was not set straight till a generation later, when Sir W.
Thomson arrived at a system which is formally the same as (70), but in
which
is precisely defined, whilst S changes its meaning entirely.
is now to be the electrostatic potential, and S is the electrostatic capacity

V

SV

V

V
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of the condenser formed by the opposed surfaces of the wire and return
with dielectric between. The continuity of the current in the wire is
asserted ; but it can be discontinuous at its surface, where electricity

In short, we simply unite
accumulates and charges the condenser.
Ohm's law (with continuity of current in the conductor) and the similar
condenser law. The return is supposed to have no resistance, and V=
at its boundary.
The next obvious step is to bring the electric force of inertia into
the Ohm's law equation, and make the corresponding change in that
of V't that is, if we decide to accept the law of quasi-incompressibility
of electricity in the conductor, which is implied by the second of

V

are accepted.
when Sir W. Thomson's meanings of S and
Kirchhoff seems to have been the first to take inertia into account,
arriving at an equation which is reducible to the form
(70),

I

am, unfortunately, not acquainted with his views regarding the con-

tinuity of the current, so that, translated into physical ideas, his equation may not be conformable to Maxwell's ideas, even as regards the
conductor.
Also, as his estimation of the quantity L was founded upon
Weber's hypothesis, it may possibly turn out to be different in value
from that in the next following system. In ignorance of Kirchhoff's
investigation, I made the necessary change of bringing in the electric
of inertia in a paper
August, 1876), [Art. xiv., vol.

force

"On
I.,

p.

the Extra Current" (Phil. Mag.,
53] getting this system,

wherein everything is the same as in Sir W. Thomson's system, with
the addition of the electric force of inertia - LpC, where L is the co-

now prefer to call it [vol. II., p. 281,
the inductance, per unit length of the wire, according to Maxwells
system, being numerically equal to twice the energy, per unit length of
wire, of the unit current in the wire, uniformly distributed.
efficient of self-induction, or, as I

The system (71) is amply sufficient for all ordinary purposes, with
exceptions to be later mentioned. It applies to short lines as well as to
long ones; whereas the omission of L, reducing (71) to (70), renders
the system quite inapplicable to lines of moderate length, as the influence of S tends to diminish as the line is shortened, relatively to that of
L.
An easily-made extension of (71) is to regard 11 as the sum of the
as the quantity Q/S, Q
steady resistances of wire and return, and
being the charge per unit length of wire. Nor are we, in this approximate system (71), obliged to have the return equidistant from the
wire.
It may, for instance, be the earth, or a parallel wire, with the
corresponding changes in the formulae for the electric capacity and
inductance.
But there are extreme cases when (71) is not sufficient. For example,
an iron wire, unless very fine, by reason of its high inductivity ; a very
thick copper wire, by reason of thickness and high conductivity ; or, a
very close return-current, in which case, no matter how fine a wire may
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be, there is extreme departure from uniformity of current-distribution
in the variable period ; or, extremely rapid reversals of current, for, no

matter what the conductors may be, by sufficiently increasing the frequency we approximate to surface-conduction.
We must then, in the system (71), with the extension of meaning of
R and V just mentioned, change R and L to Rf and L', as in (67), and
In a S.H. problem, this simply changes R and L from
other equations.
certain constants to others, depending on the frequency.
But, in
general, it would, I imagine, be of no use developing R" etc. in powers of
p, so that we must regard ( R{ + L(p) etc. merely as a convenient abbreviation for the E[ etc. defined by (56) and (55).
A further refinement is to recognise the differences between R' and
L' in one m system and another, instead of assuming m = in R"n And
lastly, to obtain a complete development, and exact solutions of Maxr

.

well's equations, so as to

from source to

sink,

systems (18) of Part
The

Now,

be able to fully trace the transfer of energy
back upon (57), or (22), and the normal

fall

I.

Effective Resistance

and Inductance of Tubes.

as regards our obtaining the expansions of R{ etc. in powers of
to expand the numerators and the denominators of R" and

2
p we have
,

R% in powers of p, perform the divisions, and then separate into odd
and even powers. When the wire is solid, the division is merely of
\xJQ (x) by J^x), a comparatively easy matter. The solid wire Rf and
L' expansions were given by Lord Eayleigh (Phil. Mag., May, 1886).
I should mention that my abbreviated notation was suggested by his.
But in the tubular case, the work is very heavy, so, on account of pos2
go only as far as p or three terms in the quotient.
to be done separately for the inner and the
outer tube, as a simple change converts one R' or L 1 into the other.
Thus, in the case of the inner tube, we shall have

sible mistakes, I

,

The work does not need

(73)

where

2

2

for the S.H. application.
ri is written for -p
for LI, it is simply the inductance of the tube per unit length
(of
the tube only), as may be at once verified by the square-of-force method.
The first correction depends upon p*. But R{ gives us the first correcwhich is the steady resistance, so it is of some use. To
tion to
lt
,

As

E

E

^

obtain P4 and L( from these, change
to E^
and
to /z3 and &3 a
1
to a 3 and a^ to a 2
Or, more simply, (72) and (73) being the tubeformulae when the return is outside it, if we simply exchange
and a l
we shall get the formulae for the same tube when the return is inside it.
.

,

^

,
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If the tube is thin, there is little change made by thus shifting the
But if a^/a be large, there is a large change.
locality of the return.
This will be readily understood by considering the case of a wire whose

return is outside it, and of great bulk.
Although the steady resistance
of the return may be very low, yet the percentage correction will be
very large, compared with that for the wire.

Taking

when

rtj/</

=2

the return

is

only,

we

outside,

shall find

and
2

x -503]

when

the return is inside.
In the case of a solid wire, the decimals are
083, so that whilst the correction is reduced, in this aJctQ = 2 example,
the reduction is far greater when the return is outside than when it is
inside.

The high-frequency tube-formulae are readily obtained. Those for
the inner tube are the same as for a solid wire, and those for the outer
tube depend not on its bulk, but on its inner radius. That is, in both
cases it is the extent of surface that is in question, next the dielectric,
from which the current is transmitted into the conductors.
Let
GQ (x) = (2/7r)KQ (x) and G^x) = (2/ir)K1 (x) ; then, when x is very large,
)

J (x)= -G
J^x) =
Use these

in the

R"

1 (x)

= (ainx + coBx) +
(irx)*,\^
= (sin x - cos x) + (irx)l. }

' '
^

(.'e)

fraction,

...(74)

We

and put in the exponential form.

shall obtain

JSiV = (""^i/*!^)**!*
2 = therefore
n\
p

But
Also,

so that, finally,

R( =

therefore

(w^\
&!

f

B(

pi = ($n)*(l +i)
L{ =

-\
n

= ( Jw)* +jp( Jw"

1

)*,

............... (75)

=

To get R( and Z, change the //, and p
q
n/27r is the frequency.
of course, and also a^ to a 2
It is clear that the thinner the tube, the greater must be the fre-

where

.

For the steady
increased indefinitely by reducing the thickness of the
tube, whilst the high-frequency resistance is independent of the steady
In (75) then, q must be
resistance, and must be much greater than it.
great enough to make E' several times R, itself very large when the
quency before these formula? can be applicable.
resistance

is

tube is very thin. Consequently thin tubes, as is otherwise clear, may
be treated as linear conductors, subject to the equations (71), with no
The L may be taken
corrections, except under extreme circumstances.
as L Q except in the case of iron.
N
H.E.P.
VOL. n.
,
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Train of Waves due

to

S.H. Impressed Voliage.

Practical Solution.

now

give the S.H. solution in the general case, subject to (58).
Let there be any distribution of e (longitudinal, and of uniform
intensity over cross-sections).
Expand it in the Fourier-series approand I. For definiteness, let
priate to the terminal conditions at z =
wire and return be joined direct, without any terminal resistances.
Then, e sin nt being e at distance z the proper expansion is
I will

t

= oo + eoi cos m\z + eo2 cos m & +
m 2 = 2ir/l, etc. (It should be remembered
eo

where

- e2

m =
l

ir/l,

>

that

the

e is

of (54) and (53).
Shifting impressed force from the wire to the
return, with a simultaneous reversal of its direction, makes no difference
in e.
Thus two e's directed the same way in space, of equal amounts,
e

l

in the same plane z = constant, one in the inner, the other in the
outer conductor, cancel. This will clearly become departed from as the
distance of the return from the wire is increased.)
Then, in the equa-

and

tion

we know em
is

whilst R'm and L'm are constants.
The complete solution
;
obtained by adding together the separate solutions for eW) e01 etc.,

and

,

is

n- 1

sin (**
g
f oo

- go)

+o

V

sin ( nt

e

~ 6m)

cos

mz

I
\ (R'* + U*n*)t
^[R% + (L'm where the summation includes all the m's, and

case is, no impressed force anywhere except at z = 0, one end
sin nt.
of the line, where it is
Then, imagining it to be V^z^ from
2=
to z = zlt and zero elsewhere, and diminishing z l indefinitely, the

A practical

V

expansion required
j going from

1

,

c _Vof

is

2, ...

to GO

sin (nt

This makes the current-solution become

.

)
/

.

o

-y

sin (nt

*

-

J

cos

mz

,-.

1
'

2

is short, neglect the summation altogether, unless the frequency is excessive. Now (77) may perhaps be put in a finite form
when R'm is allowed to be different from fi', though I do not see how to
f =
do it.
But when Rm
R' and L'm = L' it can of course be done, for
we may then use the finite solutions of (66) and (67). Thus, given
V F sin nt at z = 0, and no impressed force elsewhere, find V and C
everywhere subject to (66) and (67) with e = Q, and F = Q at z l.
Let

If the line

P = (Sn)*{(R'* + L'W)* - L'n}*,
= sin 2QI -r (- 2W - cos 2$),
\"
tan O l = (L'nP - R'Q) -r (R'P + UnQ) ;J

tan

2

/

79)
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sin (nt

+ Qz -
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are

+

2)

+ e~ fz

sin (nt

-Qz-6

l

+

If we expand the last in cosines of mz we shall obtain
= R'.
(77), with R'm
There are three waves the first is what would represent the solution
if the line were of infinite
length but, being of finite length, there is a
reflected wave (the e^ term), and another reflected at z = 0, the third
and least important.
;

;

The amplitude of G anywhere

At the

distant (z =

I)

end

is

it is

~ 2 cos 8Q

o/ Quasi-Resonance.

"* ...........

<82)

Fluctuations in the Impedance.

I have already spoken of the apparent resistance of a line as its
The steady impedance is the resistance.
impedance (from impede).
The short-line impedance is (E 2 + L 2 n2 )*l or (*+ISW)M> at the frequency 7i/27r, according as current-density differences are, or are not,
The impedance according to the latter formula increases
ignorable.
with the frequency, but is greater or less than that of the former
formula (linear theory) according as the frequency is below or above a

certain value.

But if the frequency is sufficiently increased, even on a short line,
the formula ceases to represent the impedance, whilst, if the line be
long, it will not do so at any frequency except zero.
According to (82),

we have
............. (83)

as the distant-end impedance of the line.
That is, we have extended
the meaning of impedance, as we must (or else have a new word), since

the current-amplitude varies as we pass from beginning to end of the
(83) will, roughly speaking, on the average, give the greatest
value of the impedance.
It is what the resistance of the line would
have to be in order that when an S.H. impressed force acts at one end,
the current-amplitude at the distant-end should be, without any
magnetic and electrostatic induction, what it really is. The distant-end
impedance may easily be less than the impedance according to the
magnetic reckoning. What is more remarkable, however, is that it
line.
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be much less than the steady resistance of the line. This is due
to the to-and-fro reflection of the dielectric waves, which is a phenomenon similar to resonance.
in the first place, which requires the conTo show this, take R'

may

ductors to be of infinite conductivity.
Then
shall have, by (83) and (78),
inductance.

We

U=L

,

the dielectric

..........................

(84)

where v = (L Q S)-z = (/* 2 c 2 )-*, the speed of waves through the dielectric
when undissipated. The sine is to be taken positive ahvays. If

= Tr,

the impedance is zero, and the current-amplitude
- TT means that the
period of a wave equals the time
taken to travel to the distant end and back again. This accounts for
the infinite accumulation, which is, of course, quite unrealizable.
Now, giving resistance to the line, it is clear that although the
impedance can never vanish, it will be subject to maxima and minima
values as the speed increases continuously, itself increasing, on the
whole.
may transform (83) to

nl/v

infinite.

27r,

etc.,

Here

nl/v

We

rjc,

where

The

t/

= (L'S) ~ *,

and

h

--

the electromagnetic impedance ; and, if we
[ ]
take only the first term within the [ ], we shall obtain the former infiniteThe effect of resistance is shown by the
conductivity formula (84).
terms containing h.
With this vf and h notation (83) becomes
factor outside the

is

-*"-

2 COB 2QI}*-,

............

(86)

where
PI = (nl/v')(JT+h- - 1)* N/2.
Choose Q so that 2Ql = ZTT, and let h = 1. This requires
-5-

Then

F /C = \LW
=
if

60-6

82847r
.

2i[Y

U

--

+

=

2-85.

2]*,

ohms,

U

= L Q and the
take v = 30 10 cm. = 30 ohms.
This implies
Without making use of current-density differences, we
suppose that the conductors are thin tubes. Therefore

we

dielectric air.

may

nljtf

9
Impedance " 60 -6 L' 10 _
.

Resistance

by making use

of the

202

,

R'l

above values of h and

285'
nl/v'.

,
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But taking 2QI =

TT,

or one fourth of the above value.

F /C

= 28L'

Then

ohms,
4

Impedance

and
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Resistance

Thus the amplitude of the current, from being less than the steady
strength in the last case, becomes 42 per cent, greater than the steady
have evidently
current by quadrupling nl/i/ and keeping h = 1
ranged from somewhere near the first maximum to the first minimum
These figures suit lines of any length, if we
value of the impedance.
The following will show how the
choose the resistances, etc., properly.
above apply practically. Remember that 1 ohm per kilom. = 10 4 per
cm. Then, if / x = length of line in kilom.,
If R'

=

,

U=

1,

,

7/ =

10,

=

1,

U=

10,

,,?^10 3

,

77=100,

% = 10 2

,

10 3 and

,,7?= 10

s

7/

,,72' =10*,
72'

=10*,

,,7j!'=10
,,72'

4
,

>f

L'=
jj =

jf

// = ioo,

=105,

=105,
R' = 10 5

,,72'

,

,,72'=10

6
,

We

.

t

1,

10,

L'=

10,

.

.

n = 10 3 and ^ - 856,
,

,,rt

= 10 2

,,/i=10

,

4
,

,,7i=105,

w=

io*,

w = 10 3
5
,,w = 10

,

,

^ = 8568,
^ = 85,
^ = 856,
^ = 8568,
^ = 8-5,

= 85,
^ = 856,
^ = 8-5.
/

1

resistances vary from T to 100 ohms per kilom., the inductances
to 100 per cm., the frequencies from 10 2 /2n- to 10 5 /2w, and the
In all cases
is the ratio of the
lengths from 8-5 to 8568 kilom.
The common value of nl is
distance-end impedance to the resistance.

The

from

V

1

856800.
In the other case, nl/i/ has one fourth of the value just used, so that,
with the same Rf and 7/, / x has values one fourth of those in the above
series.

Telephonic currents are so rapidly undulatory (it is the upper tones
make articulation, and convert mumblings and murmurs into
something like human speech) that it is evident there must be a considerable amount of this dielectric resonance, if a tone last through the
time of several wave-periods.

that go to

Derivation of Details

from

the Solution

for the Total Current.

Having got the solution for C, the wire-current, we may obtain those
r being the same as ('2/r)Cr where Cr
H, F, and y from it. Thus,

H

for

,

the longitudinal current through the circle of radius r, we may first
derive Cr or
r from C, and then derive F and y from either by (11).
there given.
Thus, make use of (49) and (50), and the value of
l
Then we shall obtain
is

H

A

Cr =

//rV \

rr~Tr^TVVJ

\

V- t\ ~ \fi

(^)
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m

2
are to be d/dt and - d 2 /dz2
where, in the s lt p and
Similarly for
the return-tube.
In a comprehensive investigation, the C-solution would be only a
special result. As this special result is more easily got by itself, it might
appear that there would be some saving of labour by first getting the Csolution and then deriving the general from it.
But this does not stand
examination ; the work has to be done, whether we derive the special
results from the general, or conversely.
In the solid-wire case
.

rji( s i r )
C =
Q

'

Vi( s

i

tt

i)

or

Or, use the

M and N functions

of Part L, equations (42).

For we

have

where

s x ni

We

F

takes the place of the y in those equations.

N the odd powers of (p + m

even, and

have also

being

F

at r =

;

and, since

by the

first of these,

connects the boundary and axial current-densities,
of their amplitudes in the S.H. case is

=
using the r a l expressions, with

we

see that the ratio

m = 0.

Note on the Investigation of Simple-Harmonic
[I

M contains the

States.

(July, 1892.)

have been asked by more than one correspondent how the above
and (81) are obtained, and therefore add some details,

solutions (80)

giving the working rather fully, as
in other cases.

We

it

will serve to

show the procedure

have an impressed force acting at one spot, and desire to know
the effect produced there and elsewhere.
The first step is to form the
differential equation connecting the impressed force with the effect produced.
Now we have
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K

in the line generally, if we introduce
the leakage-conductance per
unit length (as in Parts IV. and V.), and therefore
V=<. F*.A + i- F*.B, ........................... (2A)

where A and E are undetermined.
them by the terminal conditions

To

suit the present case,

F=0 at s =
therefore
V= e at z = 0,
therefore
give A and B and develop (2 A) to

which

find

= * fl .A + e~ fl .,

Q

/,

we

A+B

e =

;

V

the differential equation connecting
at z with e at z = 0, the
It
time.
function
of
the
being any
may also be regarded as the
solution of the problem of finding
is
due to e. For the march of
and
the
in
connected
with
that
e
of
A)
(3
strictly
operator
by
through
nothing else, all indefiniteness having been removed by the previous
work. But, whilst (3A) is the solution, it is (usually) in a very con-

This

is

latter

V

V

densed form, needing development to more immediately interpretable
= Q, (3A) needs
forms.
If, however, F be constant, as happens when p
no development. It then represents the ultimate steady state of V due
to steady e.
But the primitive solution in general requires a good deal
of development.
Thus, if we wish to find the ultimate simple-harmonic
state of V due to simple-harmonic e of frequency w/27r, we know that
2
2
+ Qi, where P and Q are given in the
p = - n or p ni, making
text (when K=0).
This substitution made in (3A) will make it be
convertible to the simple form

F=P

,

F=(a + bp)e,

V fully

............................... (4A)

expressing
given fully in any amplitude and phase.
The work is now to turn (3A) to (4A). First put F=P+Qi, then (3A)
becomes, when the real and imaginary parts in the numerator and
denominator are separated,

when

e

is

y_ (cui-i _ c -m-*) cos Q(l - Z + i(*

p(l

- z)

)

e

(

_ -)

C os Ql

+ i(<? +
1

+ c-

1

~ pl

*-') sin Q(l

)

To

rationalise the denominator, multiply it and the
denominator with the sign of i changed, producing

e

cos

Qi - z

)

sn

..........

...

)

cos ..........

(...

)sin

i

.

- z)

sin Ql

-

e

numerator by the

-

cos

Qn

in... J
+ .... sn
+ ....) sin

.......... (...-....)

cos

(6A)

This

is

in rational form, since

denominator, say D,

is

i

p/n.

But

it

can be simplified.

The

evidently
....................... (7A)
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and we may

easily reduce (6 A) to

V= fcos Cs/c'V*" +

-** -

+ sin #a/ - * + e-*
COS

*

+

t

-

+

*

e-

ft
(

+ e- ft ) cos 2

sin 2

sn

z

Sin

the full solution with

e

simple-harmonic, but

left

arbitrary in amplitude

and phase.

If it is F" sin nt, then the terms in the first two lines of
(8A) receive sin nt as a factor, whilst the next two lines receive cos nt
(by the operation of the differentiator i on e), giving the result, after

rearrangement,

2$[V* cos(nt + Qz)-e-

sin

-cos2Q/[~... sin(

)+

........

sir\(nt

Qz)

+

-2

-

pf

cos(nt

sin( .......

....

V

Qz)~]

z

sin(nt

)"j

+ Qz)\ ....... (9 A)

This differs in form from (80), which was arranged to show the solution
for an infinitely long line (obtainable by the same process, only greatly
simplified) explicitly, with the additions caused by the reflection at
z = l and the subsequent complex minor reflections at beginning and
end of the line. To get (80) from (9A) observe the form of D in (7A),
and add and substract from (9 A) terms so as to isolate the solution for

an

Thus

infinitely long line.

F= F e- sm(^
P2

The

-

Qz)

+F

slr/
c

transition to the shorter
cos

~
2

"2

pz

cos(^ + Qz)

form (80)

is

"- CQs2 ^
~ pl

now

-

e~

p*

obvious,

by taking

~ sin2Ql
sin e 2 LO'
~ pl ........... (i
^

'

nt
of the above work may be saved, perhaps, by taking e =
at
the beginning, that is, a special complex form of impressed force.
The
result is a complex solution, divisible into one due to J^cos?^ and
another due to F" sin nt, either of which may be selected, or any combination made.
But I find the above method more generally useful.
may derive G from thus,

Some

V^

We

V

n - -dV\dz _This process

may be

R'-L'p

applied to the final form of solution for

any previous form, as the primitive

(3 A).

The

easiest

way

will

V or

to

depend
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the ^-solution from the

by

v _~
The above

we may derive

PART

details

problem in Part

K-Sp dC

-dC/th_

will also

serve to

V., for it is the

illustrate

same problem

the working of the
as above, but with

arbitrary terminal connections (instead of short-circuits), and is done
in the same way.
Its complexity arises from the reactions between the
terminal apparatus and the main circuit.]

PART
r/cx

III.

on the Expansion of Arbitrary Functions in

Series.

The subject of the decomposition of an arbitrary function into the sum
No student of
of functions of special types has many fascinations.
mathematical physics, if he possess any soul at all, can fail to recognise
The great work
the poetry that pervades this branch of mathematics.
of Fourier is full of it, although there only the mere fringe of the
For that very reason, and because the solutions can
subject is reached.
be fully realised, the poetry is more plainly evident than in cases of
Another remarkable thing to be observed is the
greater complexity.
way the principle of conservation of energy and its transfer, or the
equation of activity, governs the whole subject, in dynamical applications, as regards the possibility of effecting certain expansions, the
forms of the functions involved, the manner of effecting the expansions,
"
and the possible nature of the " terminal conditions which may be
imposed.
Special proofs of the possibility of certain expansions are sometimes
They are frequently long, complex, difficult to follow,
unconvincing, and, after all, quite special ; whilst there is an infinite
number of functions equally deserving. Something is clearly wanted
of a quite general nature, and simple in its generality, to cover the
whole field. This will, I believe, be ultimately found in the principle
of energy, at least as regards the functions of mathematical physics.
But in the present place only a small part of the question will be
touched upon, with special reference to the physical problem of the
propagation of electromagnetic disturbances through a dielectric tube,

very vexatious.

bounded by conductors.
It will be, perhaps, in the recollection of some readers that Professor
Sylvester, a few years since, in the course of his learned paper on the
Bipotential, poked fun at Professor Maxwell for having, in his investigation of the conjugate properties possessed by complete sphericalsurface harmonics, made use of Green's Theorem concerning the mutual
energy of two electrified systems. He said (in effect, for the quotation
is from memory) that one might as well prove the rule of three by the

laws of hydrostatics

or something similar to that.

edition of his treatise, Prof.

In the second

Maxwell made some remarks that appear
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meant for a reply to this ; to the effect that although names,
involving physical ideas, are given to certain quantities, yet, as the
reasoning is purely mathematical, the physicist has a right to assist
himself by the physical ideas.
For not only the
Certainly ; but there is much more in it than that.
conjugate properties of spherical harmonics, but those of all other
functions of the fluctuating character, which present themselves in
physical problems, including the infinitely undiscoverable, are involved
in the principle of energy, and are most simply and immediately proved
by it, and predicted beforehand.
may indeed get rid of the principle of energy, and treat the matter as a question of the properties of
quadratic functions ; a method which may commend itself to the pure
mathematician.
But by the use of the principle of energy, and assisted
by the physical ideas involved, we are enabled to go straight to the
mark at once, and avoid the unnecessary complexities connected with
the use of the special functions in question, which may be so great as to
wholly prevent the recognition of the properties which, through the
principle of energy, are necessitated.
to be

We

The Conjugate Property Ui 2 = T 12 in a Dynamical System with Linear
Connections.

Considering only a dynamical system in which the forces of reaction
are proportional to displacements, and the forces of resistance to
the potential energy,
velocities, there are three important quantities
the kinetic energy, and the dissipativity, say U, T, and Q, which are
When there is
quadratic functions of the variables or their velocities.
no kinetic energy, the conjugate properties of normal systems are 12
and (X 2 = 0; these standing for the mutual potential energy and the
mutual dissipativity of a pair of normal systems. When there is no
= and Q12 = 0. When there is no
potential energy, we have T12

U

= and T12 = 0. And in general, U12 = Tl2i
and
has two equivalents,
cases,
613+ &u 0, and
=
and
mutual
kinetic
as
the
T
+
Q', for,
potential
energies are
\ Q 12
12
equal, the mutual dissipativity is derived half from each.
tne ip velocities v1 = ^1 ..., and the
Let the variables be xv x2
equations of motion
dissipation of energy,

which covers

Z712

all

,

>

,

^ = (A u + B^ + (V

2
)Zj + (A 12
2
B
+
+
(A 2l
2lp
C^P^X! + (A?* + BOOP + C<x,P }Xo +

F F

where v 2 ..., are impressed forces, and^? stands for d/dt.
the equation of total activity, we obtain
,

2Fv=Q+U+f;

,

(^)

r

Forming

...........................

(89)

where
2

U=
(90)

So

far will define, in the briefest

manner, U, T,

Q,

and

activity.
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Now let the F's vanish, so that no energy can be communicated to
the system, whilst it can only leave it irreversibly, through Q.
Then
let p v p 2 be any two values of p satisfying (88) regarded as algebraic.
Let Qv 17V 2\ belong to the system p l existing alone then, by (89)
;

and

(90),

= <? 2 +72 + 2'2

,

or

=

or

=

But when existing simultaneously, so that
where

Z712 ,

T12 Q12
,

depend upon products from both systems, thus

:

= 2 ( Ai^
612

the accents distinguishing one system from the other, we shall find, by
forming the equations of mutual activity 2^V=..., and 2_Fv=...,
that is, with the F's of one system, and the 0's of the other, in turn,

adding which, there results the equation of mutual activity,

= ^2 + (Pi +* 2 )( Ui2 + ^12)1

= Qi2 + &

or

and, on subtraction, there results

= (Pi -ft)( ^12-^12) ......................... (91)

Ul<2 = Tl y if the ^?'s are unequal. But this property is true
whether the ^'s be equal or not ; that is. Uu =
T^ when^j is a repeated
I have before discussed various cases of the above, with special
root.
reference to the dynamical system expressed by Maxwell's electromagnetic equations. [Vol. i., pp. 520 to 531.]

giving

Application

The following

to the

General Electromagnetic Equations.

applies to Maxwell's system, using the equations (4)
ii., p. 174].
comparison with the above is

to (10) of Part. I. [vol.
Let
instructive.
x
Ej,

H

A

E 2 H 2 be any two systems satisfying these
=
=
impressed forces, or e 0, h 0. Then the energy
and

,

equations, with no
entering the unit volume per second
the second is

conv

by the action

VEjH^Tr = (Ej curl H 2

- H2 curl E

HB
2

Similarly,

of the first system on

1 )/47r,

1 /47r

.................

by the action of the second system on the first,
conv VEcjH^Tr =
+ H 1 B 2/4;r ...............
+

E^ E^

(92)

(93)
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Addition gives the equation of mutual activity.
from (92), we find

= (E
L
)/4 r
=
=
=
since E^
E^E 2 Eg&Ej E^,
conv

(VEA - VE ,H

-

7

1

E) - (H

And, subtracting (93)

-

RJ/i*

;

..(94)

there be no rotatory power, or C be
a symmetrical linear function of E.
Similarly for D and E, and B and
H.
Hence, if the systems are normal, making d/dt p^ in one, and p.?
in the other, (94) becomes
if

conT(VE1H,-Vl2HJ/4ir<|>i -3>1 XKrJ>3-H1Ba/4ir) ........ (95)
by the well-known theorem of Convergence, if we integrate through any region, and U12) Tu be the mutual electric energy
and the mutual magnetic energy of the two systems in that region, we
Therefore,

obtain

P\~
where

N

the unit normal drawn inward from the boundary of the
And if the region include
region, over which the summation extends.
the whole space through which the systems extend, the right member
=
will vanish, giving
U^ Tu when these are complete.
From (96) we obtain, by differentiation, the value of twice the excess
of the electric over the magnetic energy of a single normal system in
any region ; thus
is

,

(97)

This formula, or some special representative of the same, is very useful
in saving labour in investigations relating to normal systems of subsidence.

Application

to

any Electromagnetic Arrangements

subject

toV = ZC.

The quantity that appears in the numerator in (96) is the excess of
the energy entering the region through its boundary per second by the
action of the second system on the first, over that similarly entering
due to the action of the first on the second system.
Bearing this in
mind, we can easily form the corresponding formula in a less general
case.
Suppose, for example, we have two fine-wire terminals, a and b,
that are joined through any electromagnetic and electrostatic combination which does not contain impressed forces, nor receives energy from
without except by means of the current, say C, entering it at a and
Let also
be the excess of the potential of a over that
leaving it at 6.
Then VG is the energy-current, or the amount of energy added
of b.
per second to the combination through the terminal connections with,
(In the previous thick-letter
necessarily, some other combination.
was the symbol of vector product.
There will,
vector investigation
as in Part II., to
however, be no confusion with the following use of
One of the awkward
express the line-integral of an electric force.
"
"
Quaternions is the employthings about the notation in Prof. Tait's

V

V

V

t
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ment of a number of most useful letters, as S, T, U, V, K, wanted for
other purposes, as mere symbols of operations, putting another barrier
in the way of practically combining vector methods with ordinary
scalar methods, besides the perpetual negative sign before scalar proThe combination need not be of mere linear circuits, in which
ducts.)
differences of current-density are insensible there may, for example, be
induction of currents in a mass of metal either connected conductively
or not with a and b but in any case it is necessary that the arrangement should terminate in fine wires at a and b, in order that the two
and C may suffice to specify, by their product, the energyquantities
Even in this we completely ignore the
current at the terminals.
dielectric currents and also the displacement, in the neighbourhood of
This is, of
the terminals, i.e., we assume c = 0, to stop displacement.
course, what is always done, unless specially allowed for.
Now, supposing the structure of the combination to be given, we
can always, by writing out the equations of its different parts, arrive
at the characteristic equation connecting the terminal
and C. For
;

V

V

instance,

r=ZC,
where
ance.

Z is

A

.................................. (98)

In the simplest case
form of this equation is

a function of d/dt.

common

Z

is

a mere resist-

But there is no restriction to such
g's are constants.
All that is necessary is that the equation should be
simple forms.
2
oclinear, so that Z may be a function of p.
If, for example, (dC/dt)
curred, we could not do it.
Now this combination must necessarily be joined on to another,
however elementary, to make a complete system, unless V is to be zero
The complete system, without impressed forces in it, has its
always.
proper normal modes of subsidence, corresponding to definite values
where the /'s and

of p.

Consequently, by (96),

C belong
l

to

the combination given

u

lt

-

F2 C2 to p whilst the
V= ZC, Or,

p^ and

,

by

-

Ta = <?!<?,
\V1

and the value of

2

2(U- T)

2/

.................

Pl -pj,

(

if Fi,

,

left

member

+ (P , - Pl ) =
c,c;p
Pz~Pl

in a single

normal system

In a similar manner

dp

we can

dp
write

C

......

(ioo)

is

'

dp

(99)

refers to

...(101)
dp'

down

the energy-differences

complementary combination, whose equation is, say, V YC'
- VC is the energy
remembering that
entering it per second, we get

for the

}

and

Pi-Pi

6'

2

-7->

respectively.
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By

addition, the complete Z712

g C2
1

-

T12

is

ri" rg"^ + ^ = 0Cy
C'/i"*2;
i

Pi-Pz

and the complete 2(T7- T)

...(102)

,

Pi-P*

is

.................. (103)

= 0, or Y-Z=0, is the determinantal equation of the complete
system (both combinations which join on at a and b, where J^and C are
is of the
reckoned), expressed in such a form that every term in
dimensions of a resistance.
where

<

<

V

and C to express Initial State.
Determination of Size of Normal Systems of
Complete Solutions obtainable with any Terminal Arrangements provided
R, S,

L

are Constants.

depends only upon a finite number of variof independent normal systems is also
finite, and there is no difficulty whatever in understanding how any
possible initial state is decomposable into the finite number of normal
The constates ; nor is any proof needed that it is possible to do it.
stant A v fixing the size of a particular normal system p lt will be
If the complete system

ables, it is clear that the

number

given by

by the
initial

if U01 be the mutual electric energy of the given
and the normal system, and T01 similarly, the mutual

previous,
state

,

magnetic energy.

And, when we increase the number of variables infinitely, and pass to
and continuously varying normal functions,

partial differential equations
it is,

by continuity, equally

now infinite

clear that the decomposition of the initial

normal functions is not only possible,
but necessary. Provided always, that we have the whole series of
normal functions at command. Therein lies the difficulty, when there
state into the

series of

is

any.
In such a case as the system (71) of Part
differential equation

wherein R,
z

=

and

z

=

S,
l,

II.,

involving the partial

and L are constants, to hold good between the limits
subject to

V=Z C

at

*

= 0,

and

F=Z C
1

at

z

=

l,

no possible missing of the true normal functions which arise by
treating d/dt as a constant ; so that we can be sure of the possibility of

there

is
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Thus, denoting
normal K-function as

_+&

m

Here

will

,

and the complete

/

;
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take the

.............................

0),

(106)

C-function as

dz

= + *cos (mz+0).
m

...(107)

be determined by the terminal conditions

-=
W Z,

at time

2

III.

2
2
ESp + LSp by - m we may

u = sin (mz +

and the corresponding normal
d

PART

where

functions of z

t

at

s

-=

= 0,

,

at

z=l,

IV

...(108)

V and G solutions are
F=2^e*
C=2Awf ................... (109)
A
is
be
found
from the initial state, say F
to
any
,

(7

,

by

provided there be no energy initially in the terminal arrangements. If
there be, we must make corresponding additions to the numerator,
without changing the denominator of A. The expression to be used
for

u/w

is,

by (106) and

(107),

W
remembering that m
the denominator of

is

........................

(Ill)

bp

a function of p.

There are four components in

(110), as there are three electrical systems; viz.,

the terminal arrangements, which can only receive energy from the
"
line," and the line itself, which can receive or part with energy at
both ends.

Complete Solutions obtainable when E, S, L are Functions of z, though not
Effect of Energy in Terminal Arrangements.
of p.

In a similar manner, if we make R, 5, and L any single-valued
functions of z, subject to the elementary relations of (71), Part II., or

--8,

............... (112)

getting this characteristic equation of C,

an d, after putting
function,
nction,

w

for

C and p

for

-p

this equation for the current-
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and finding the w -function by the second

-*-

of (112), giving
............................... < 115 >

we

see that the expansions of the initial states F" and C' can be effected,
subject to the terminal conditions (108). For the normal potential- and
current-functions will be perfectly definite (singularities, of course, to
receive special attention), given by (115) and (114), each as the sum of

two independent functions, and the terminal conditions will settle in
what ratio they must be taken. (109) and (110) will constitute the
solution, except as regards the initial energy beyond the terminals.
It is, however, remarkable, that we can often,
perhaps universally,
find the expression for the part of the numerator of (110) to be added
for the terminal arrangements, except as regards arbitrary multipliers,

from the mere form

of the ^-functions, without knowing in detail what
combinations they represent. This is to be done by first
2
decomposing the expression for C' (dZjdp) into the sum of squares, for
electrical

instance,
.................... (116)

where rv r^
*2,Afi(p),

...

are

2 j(/2 (p),

constants.

etc.:

The terminal

calling these

E v E2

,

are then
the additions to the

arbitraries

...,

numerator of (110) are
wherein the E's may have any values. This must be done separately
for each terminal arrangement.
The matter is best studied in the concrete application, which I may consider under a separate heading.
It is also remarkable that, as regards the obtaining of correct expansions of functions, there is no occasion to impose upon E, S, and L the
This will be
physical necessity of being positive quantities, or real.

understandable by going back to a
passing to continuous functions.

finite

number

of variables,

[See Art. XX., vol.

I.,

p.

and then
141, for

examples.]

Case of Coaxial Tubes when the Current is Longitudinal.
Electric Displacement is Negligible.

Also when

the

Let us now proceed to the far more difficult problems connected with
propagation along a dielectric tube bounded by concentric conducting
tubes, and examine how the preceding results apply, and in what cases
we can be sure of getting correct solutions. Start with the general
system, equations (11) to (14), Part I, with the extension mentioned
at the commencement of Part II. from a solid to a tubular inner conductor.
Suppose that the initial state is of purely longitudinal electric
are
force, independent of z, so that the longitudinal E and circular
How can we secure that they shall, in subsiding,
functions of r only,

H

remain functions of r only, so that any short length is representative of
is to be longitudinal, there must be no longitudinal
the whole ? Since

E
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Therefore no energy

or z =

l,

or leave

it

at

This seems to be securable in only five cases.
Put
infinitely conducting plates across the section at either or both ends of
the line.
This will make F^Q there, if Fis the line-integral of the
radial electric force across the dielectric.
Or put nonconducting and
non-dielectric plates there similarly.
This will make (7 = 0. Or, which
is the fifth case, let the inner and the outer conductors be closed
upon
themselves.
In any of these cases, the electric force will remain longitudinal during the subsidence, which will take place similarly all along
the line.
By (14), the equation of will be
those places.

H

f*

\

^H^fakuA+ucB}

dr r dr

and

it is

clear that the

expansion of the

normal functions are quite definite, so that the
E and can be truly effected. In the

H

initial state of

= 0.
already-given normal functions, take
But if we were to join the conductors at one end of the line through
a resistance, we should, to some extent, upset this regular subsidence
everywhere alike. For energy would leave the line ; this would cause
radial displacement, first at the end where the resistance was attached,
"
and later all along the line. (By " the line is meant, for brevity, the
=
=
of
from
z
Q
z
tubes
to
system
extending
l.)
Now in short-wire problems the electric energy is of insignificant
It is usual to ignore it
importance, as compared with the magnetic.
This necessitates
This we can do by assuming c = 0.
altogether.
equality of wire- and return-current, for one thing; but, more importantly, it prevents current leaving the conductors, so that C and H,
There will be no
and F the current-density, are independent of z.
radial electric force in the conductors, in which, therefore, the energycurrent will be radial.
But there will be radial force in the dielectric,
and therefore longitudinal energy-current. Since the radial electric
force and also the magnetic force in the dielectric vary inversely as the
distance from the axis, the longitudinal energy-current density will vary
But, on account of symmetry,
inversely as the square of the distance.
we are only concerned with its total amount over the complete section
of the dielectric.
This is

m

1 P 2.E
r

r

.2irrdr=rC,

.....................

(118)

*-J ai

V is

E

the radial force, and C the wire-current.
now allow terminal .connections of the
form VjC = Z before used, and still have correct expansions of the
initial magnetic field, giving correct subsidence-solutions.
But it is simpler to ignore
For the equation of
altogether.
if

the line-integral of

It is clear, then, that

we

r

can

V

E.M.F. will

be
eQ

=(ZQ + Zl + lLQp + lR'{ + lE'l)C,

.....................

(119)

the total impressed force in the circuit, Rf and R" the wire- and
sheath-functions of equations (55) and (56), Part II., on the assumption

if e Q is

H.E.P.
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